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STUDY, CONCEPT FORMULATION FOR AN ARMED

AIRCRAFT QUALIFICATION RANGE SCORING SYSTEM

ABSTRACT

This study examined existing objective scoring devices,I scoring systems under development, and possible new tech-
niques, for suitability of application to an Armed Aircraft
Qualification Range Scoring System to provide feedback to,
and evaluation of, helicopter gunnery students, The current
training program, training facilities, and scoring techniques
were also evaluated as background information for the study.

Results indicate that scoring systems under dev6lopment,
and most existing scoring devices, are not capable of rapid
fire air-to-ground 3coring; furthermore, no system
delivers vector data on rounds scored. A new technique,
the water range concept, has merit as an inexpensive, reli-
able, maintenance free approach to scoring, but fails to
satisfy many specific design requirements. Radar and acoustic
systems which depend on a sensor located at the target are
unreliable bccaLse the sensor is highly susceptible to being
destroyed or damaged by the projectiles to be scored. A
radar system, which uses a standoff sensor in front of the
target, offers the only prospect for a reliable and accurate
pcoring systeom. Since the system would not provide vector

-data, visual obiervation techniques would also- be required
to supplement the radar scoring information.

SReproduction of this publication
I in whole or in part is permitted
for any purpose of the United

,States Governmont.
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FOREWARD

This report describes the concept formulation work performed under
NAVTRADEVCZN Contract N61339-69-C-0179 with Sanders Associates. The
purpose of the study was to provide the technical, economic, and military
basis for the decision to initiate engineering system development, for a
helicopter gunship scoring range.

The basic objectives of the study were to (1) analyze the requirements
of the DA approved Small Development Requirement (SDV), (2) examine existing
scoring systems in light of the SDR, and (3) propose a hardware system, re-
quiring little research and development, to meet the requirements. The
ultimate goal is a reliable, dependable, and versatile scoring system that
will provide instant hit information to the attacking helicopter pilot
trainee and instructor pilot. The system must perform acceptable regard-
lese of attack er4le -=d azimuth, type of a&m=ent selected, and typ- of
target engaged.

The study has revealeO that the technology is not sufficiently at hand
to meet all of the SDR requirements. The most difficult problem areas to
solve are discriminating between the different types of rounds hitting a
target simultaneously. and providing a detection system that does not
restrict the attack angle and is not susceptible to damage from armament
fired into the target area.

Two approaches seem logical at this time: (1) reevaluate the SDR to
determine the minimum essential requirements, thereby enabling existing
technology to satisfactorily meet the reduced requirements or (2) embark
on a research and development effort to ascertain if there is any approach
that will meet the existing requirements.

KENNETH W. FETERSON
Project Engineer
Naval Training Device Center

The findings in thib report are not to be construed as an official Department
of the Army position, unless so oesignated by other authorired documents.
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,SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

A. TECHNICAL BACKGROUND

This document describes the results of a study performed to
provide a concept formttlation and a performance specification
for an Armed Aircraft Qualification Range Scoring System (AAQRSS).
The study was performed by Sanders Associates, Inc., Bedford
Division, Bedford, Massachusetts for the Naval Training Devices
Center (NTDC) Orlando, Florida under Contract No. N61339-69-C-0179.
The objective of the study was to analyze state-of-the-art scoring
technology and to recommend development of an operational system
requiring primarily system design using existing components and
without the need for inventions or scientific advances. The
selected system or systems are to be used at Army helicopter gun-
nery ranges to provide scores of the firing runs made by student
gunnerY pilots using various types of helicopter armament. A
scoring system as defined by the Army's Small Development Require-
ment (SDR) is a system which will consist of a sensing device or
devices to detect both hits on a target and near misses, a cen-
tral display unit for indicating and recording this information,
a voice channel to relay scoring data to the helicopter, and
realistic targets. The transmission method used between the
sensor and central display device and any required signal processing
equipment are also considered part of the total scoring system.

The ultimate objective of all Army gunship schools involved
in training gunship pilots is to produce the most qualified pilot
possible in the shortest time and in the most cost-efficient
manner. Factors which influence the overall training program J
and have direct bearing on this objective are:

* Effective range utilization

* Effective gunship utilization

• Effective ammunition expenditures

• Effective training procedures

• Effective scoring techniques

It is the last mentioned factor to which the study program• is
primarily addressed. However, with only an introductory under-
standing of the ultimate objective and its associated problems,
it is easily seen that these factors are interrelated. Scoring
is needed to evaluate training procedures and student proficiency.
Ammunition expenditures and gunship utilization, both of which

1i I
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directly effect the total cost of training, will increase or
decrease depending on the amount of time required for the student
to attain the required proficiency. Effective range utilization
is related to two factors: (1) the average number of range hours
required for a student to attain proficiency, and (2) total usable
range time, which is determined by both target and scoring system
maintenance requirements. A more detailed analysis and evaluation
of each of these factors as they apply to this study will be pre-
sented in subsequent sections of this report.

B. PREVIOUS WORK PERTINENT TO THE PROBLEM

For many years scoring technology has been under investiga-
tion by the military services and industrial corporations. An
Interservice Scorer Technical Group has been established and
holds periodic meetings to aid in the exchange of information
telating to existing and newly developed scoring technology.
While the state-of-the-art of this technology has advanced sig-
nificantly over the past three decades, a corresponding ana
perhaps greater growth in new and sophisticated weapons and
weapon systems with their associated special scoring requirements,
has resulted in a parallel need for special and advanced scoring
systems. In some instances, where supposedly adequate scoring
methods have been used, disparities between performance data
obtained in practice firings and that obtained under combat con-
ditions, have led to increased interest in more valid scoring
techniques. As a result, many special studies have been made and
continue to be conducted in this area. A possible reason why
greater advances have not been made to date is that, although
many industrial corporations have had some involvement in scoring
technology, very few have had opportunity to engage in much more
than a single study or contract; thus any experience or interest
gained has not been utilized in the most advantageous manner. The
literature search conducted as part of this study has shown that
the most significant experience in scoring technology is held by
Babcock Electronics Corporation1  Sanders Associates, Inc. 2 and
Del Mar Engineering Laboratories•. In addition, Stanford Research
Institute has made notable cortributions in performance of studies
relating to the state-of-the-art of scoring technology; however,
they have not been invelved in hardware development.

The present study is a direct result of the increasing use
of the helicopter as an attack weapon in the southeast Asian
conflict. Because of the special problems and terrain in this
area, the role of~the helicopter has shifted from utility, sup-
ply, and rescue missions to include an increased emphasis on

1. See items 1, 2, 3 and 5, Table 1.

2. See items 27 and 28, Table 1.

3. See items 40 through 44, Table 1.

2
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attack missions. As a result, there has been and will continue
to be an increased need for helicopter gurship pilots fully
qualified in the use of all helicopter armament systems. This
in turn has placed severe burdens on the helicopter gunnery
training program in terms of range utilization, training sched-
ules, and training proficiency requirements. As rapid and ob-
jective scoring is needed in cirder to evaluate student perform-
ance, the Army has recently installed acoustic scoring systems
as an interim measure at both Fort Rucker, Alabama, and Fort
Stewart, Georgia. Because of reliability/maintainability dif-
ficulties with these systems, scoring is presently being ac-
complished by the instructor pilot's visual observation. This
is regarded as a reliable but inaccurate scoring method. The
concept formulation for a new scoring method resulting from
this or a companion study, will provide a more accurate and
efficient method of solving this special scoring problem.

-N/4O
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SECTION Il

!STATEMENT OF THE PR9BLFM

Can a state-of-the-art scoring system consisting primarily
of "off-the-'shelf'' components be procured which will satisfy the
following major requirements?

1. Score terminal projectile position with an accuracy of
2 percent at distance from target of from 0 to 15 meters and
10 percent at distance of from 15 to 30 meters, and provide
vector information of misses (if development time plus cost is
not excessive). If vector information is not provided, the
system must record hits on small targets and zone scoring for
all targets.

2. Score single or multiple 7.62 and 50 caliber machine guns
with individual firing rates up to 6000 spm, 20- and 30-mm cannons
with firing rates of 800 spm, 40-mm grenade launchers with firing
rates of 220 spm, and rockets with firing rates up to 48 at a
time. Also score combinations of these projectiles on consecutive
but individual firing runs.

3. Operate reliably in an envirc,.ment where live ammunition

may be used.

4. Require minimum maintenance and calibration.

Although many,'ot!er requirements are also stated in the SDR,
those listed here'are the most demanding in terms of a concept
formulation. Of primary importance in the operating environment
and its effect on sirvival and maintenance of scoring systems/
sensors. Target-mounted sensors, because of their location are
inherently highly susceptible to damage or destruction by the
projectiles to be scored, especially if live ammunition is used.
Even standoff scoring sensors are vulnerable and will require
protection from projectiles in the form of a bunker or other type
of shielding. If live rather than inert projectile= are used;
i.e., a harsher environment, the separation between target and
sensor would have to be increased possibly two or three times to
obtain the same degree of protection. An increase in senser'
target separation "distance will always place additional constraints
on the design of the system.

/
The requirement to acore various types of projectiles with

different rates of fire is another of the more difficuit aspects
of the problem. Becaust of t1;e hig:. rate-of-fire of_.-t1hc 7.62-ir,
machine gun "6,000 snr., I ,0OO9 sr :" f, i K gur'7.7sst 1a I.k

lower raie-cf-firc carvibilit, catinot bp ccnsicA.
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Lastly, the accuracy requirement itself is one of the most
demanding. In order to score with 2 percent accuracy from 0 to
15 meters from target center, each round must be scored within
± 0.3 meter or roughly 1 foot. Vector information, while not
strictly a requirement of the study, would greatly add to the
complexity of both sensing and display, especially when re-
quired for multiple round scoring. Thus, the accuracy require-
ment appears to be a difficult one for much of the state-of-the-
art scoring technology.

In summary, the problem is by no means a simple one, and it
appeared even at the outset of the study that the "best approach"
could possibly involve some degree of trade-off among the
requirements of the SDR.

6
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SECTION III

METHOD OF PROCEDURE

A. LITERATURE SEARCH

Imperative to any study is the gathering of as many facts as
possible; therefore, a thorough literature survey was conducted

on all available literature pertinent to the study; this included
patents, government reports and periodicals. Literature was re-
trieved by means of the following key words: scoring, miss dis-
tance indicators, hit indicators, flight detection, gunshot de-
tectors, firing error indicators, sensors and detectors, data
transmission, display and projectile properties. The patents
were covered from the year 1939 to 1967, and DOD's Technical
Abstract Bulletin was searched from 1963 to 1969. The most use-
ful literature came from the government reports. The journals
which were available contained very little information in the'
areas of scoring and ballistics, however, support literature for
transmission methods and acoustic theory was more plentiful. 41

After reviewing the literature survey of 287 articles with
ab.;tracts, some 110 reports were selected and ordered for the
study. These are listed unier REFERENCES, following Section VII,
and in Appendix A, the Bibliography.

B._QUESTIONNAIRE

In addition to the literature survey, facts were to be
gathered from a questionnaire which was sent to 45 scoring systems
manufacturers, 55 component/subsystem manufacturers, and 27 user
agencies. (The questionnaires are included as Appendix B.)
Twenty questionnaires were returned, but only Very few wer'esat-
isfactorily completed. Many of the component/subsystem questiohi-
naires were incomplete because the manufacturer believed that it
would be too time-consuming. Several forwarded their catalogs
instead of completing the questionnaire.

C. FIELD TRIPS

The final information itnput was primarily collected from
trips taken to: (1) Ballistic Research Laboratory, Aberdcen
Proving Ground, Marylanl, for data on external and terminal bal-
listic parameters of gunship wea1pons, (2) Fort Rucker, Alabna Ia
and Fort Stewart, Georgia, for environmental data, human factors
data and general scoring problems, and (3) to the We,.ther Bureau
Agricultural Services Officc. ioU%'-Lr, Alabana for ter-a', rbpt.g

•on potential water ran'vcs. The water range concept is descrtbed

".I .c t i ' . j+i I i
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D. CONSULTATIONS

In addition to the project staff, consultations were held
with members of Sanders MITHRAS Division on problems pertaining
to use of television and acoustic scoring methods. Consulta-
tions were also made with Winchester Division of Olin-Mathcson
Corporation regarding trajectory information, and with Bolta
Products Division of General Tire Company regarding the use of
polyethylene sheets for constructing simulated targets.
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SECTION IV

RESULTS

A. SCORING METHODS

Table 1, at the end of this section, contains a listing
of some 45 scoring systems. This information was located by -

means of the literature survey and survey letters directed
to manufacturers and users of scoring systems. In many cases
the information obtained was incomplete, but was found to be
sufficient to rule out further investigation. Many of these
systems were designed for air-to-air applications; however,
they were included in the analysis as it was believed that
they might have potential for air-to-ground applications.
This same philosophy was applied to ground-to-ground and
ground-to-air systems.

With regard to air-to-air scoring systems, it was found
that practically all were designed for scoring single pro-
jectiles (rockets or missiles)., Since the majority of the
munitions specified in the SDR are fired in multiple round
bursts, it was believed that this was sufficient justification
for eliminating these as candidate systems. Exceptions are
Motorola's Vector Scorer, Thiokol Chemical's TIMASS, and
Sanders Associates' RASCORE M. The Vector Scorer system
(monopulse radar) is still in the d:.~lopment stage, and as
it has a maximum scoring limitation of 1200 spm, can not be
considered at this time. If this system could be used in
air-to-ground applications and the scoring limitation could
be increased to 12,000 spm, further investigation would be
warranted since it provides vectorial coverage in all three
planes, and an accuracy of 5 percent at 30 meters. -

Thiokol's TIMASS uses two microphones mounted on. an air-
craft target to obtain scoring information. The TIMASS
system is interesting in that the required number of rounds
which can be scored and the accuracy, approach that required
by the SDR; however, it requires. complex data reduction to
obtain miss distance. The final evaluation test on this
system has not been obtained, but it is believed that further
investigation is not warranted due to its complexity and the
fact that more appropriate acoustic systems are, available
already designed for air-to-ground applications.

The RASCORE M radar scorer, manufactured by Sanders
Associates, is designed primarily for scoring missiles. It

I!
0r
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does have an inherent capability to score up to 400 spi,
however, the presently configured display indicator (miss-
distance indicator) would have to be replaced with one or
More miss-zone counters in order to meet the specified
scoring requirements. For this reason and because the
system would have to be located in the hazardous environ-
Bent of the target, the RASCORE M system was not considered
further for this application.

Of particular interest for the analysis were the air-
to-ground scoring systems. Unfortunately, very little
work has been done in this area and no systems not already
known were uncovered by means of the literature survey.
The two manufacturers oZ air-to-ground systems are Sanders
Associates, Inc. and Del Mar Engineering. Sanders provides
its RASCORE S system, a pulsed doppler radar, while Del Mar
provides four.acoustic scoring systems, each having some-
what different capabilities and applications. None of
these systems provides vectorial coverage. Both basic .yy s
of systems approach or meet the accuracy and scoring ra..e
requirements of the SDR. The Del Mar systems do provide
miss distance information, but only in a maximum of five
scoring zones when scoring rapid fire armament. Each system
operates independent of target configuration; however,
under certain conditions the operation of the acoustic
systems are degraded by target shadowing. A detailed com-
parison of these systems is made in Section V.

S. TRANSMISSION METHODS

Regardless of the type of scoring sensor used, the data
to be transmitted will relate to the number oi rounds fired
and will consist of a corresponding number of electrical
pulses (from one pulse for individual rounds up to 12,000 ppm
when maximum rate machine gun fire is used). For miss dis-
tance indication, several channels of this type of data may
be required, each channel pertaining to the number of rounds
falling in a particular miss-zone; i.e., 20 to 25 meters,
25 to 30 meters, etc. This type of information forms the
basic reqairement for any type of transmission method which
will be used.

Transmission of data can be accomplished by two general
methods; land lines or radio links. A trade-off between
these two methods is given in Section V. The following para-
graphs describe generally the various alternatives which may
be used to transmit data using the twoý basic methods. A
block diagram of the two methods of t nsnizion is zhct.vr
in Figure 1.

10
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1. LAND LINES

Because of the hazardous environment found on firing
ranges, any land lines used would have to be installed be-
low ground. Depth of burial will be related to maximum
crater depth and high explosive limits. (The interim scoring
system in use at Fort Rucker is installed three feet deep;
for maximum safety and reliability, a greater depth will
probably be required.) Since scoring of up to six targets
is required simultaneously, the main land line trench from
the monitor area or control tower to some central point on
the range would contain six cables or groups of cables if
more than one per target is required. Either telephone pairs
or coaxial cables could be used, however due to bandwidth
limitations of telephone lines, it is expected that only
coaxial cable will be used for this application. While
there are types of coaxial cables which can be buried dir-
ectly in the ground (impervious to moisture, mildew, etc.),
the use of conduit would probably permit more rapid re:L

sent of cables if required.

A third method of cable placement which was consid-
ered and which is discussed briefly in Section VI is walk-
in maintenance tunnels. While the use of these large tunnels
would be prohibitively expensive and unnecessary for cable
burial alone, they would, if employed to facilitate mainten-
ance and calibration, provide an ideal method of cabling
sensing devices with a remote display.

The most significant disadvantage of land line trans-
mission is its relatively fixed location of sensing devices.
This problem could be resolved to some degree by providing
several alternate cable terminals at each target site; how-
eyer,'no land line transmission method can be as portable
as a radio link.

2. TELEMETRY

The RF frequency spectrum is a limited entity and
considered to be a natural resource that must be conserved.
Wasteful use of this spectrum by any system using electro-
magnetic radiation and reception can have adverse effects
on military and civil activities. Consequently, high ef-
ficiency of the utilized spectrum and minimization of the
susceptability to interference must be the goals for the
systems (transmitter and receivers) which are manufactured
and used for telemetry applications.
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The standardized parameters and criteria for tele-
metry were devised by the Frequency Coordination Working
Group of the Inter-Range Instrumentation Group (IRIG), with
assistance from members of the Telemetry Working Group and
the development groups of the three military services. The
purpose of these parameters is to provide development and
coordination agencies with design specifications on which to
base equipment development and modification. Any telemetry
equipment that may be used with scoring systems must not
only be engineered to handle the necessary data and enviro-
ment but must also adhere to the standards set up by IRIG
which are outlined in document 106-66 Telemetry Standards.

The basic requirement for any type of telemetry
transmission system will rely on the amount of information
handled. In keeping with the idea of formulating a system
concept for scoring with high reliability and accuracy, the
volume of transmitted information must be reduced to an
absolute minimum while still providing sufficient scoring
capability. A block diagram of the RF transmission method

is shown in its simplest form in Figure lB.

The hardware necessary for use with an RF telemetry
link, namely, tran!.mitting, multiplexing, encoding and re-
ceiving, and de-multiplexing and decoding equipment has
been used and proven for many years for the collection of
various types of dynamic information. In standard appli-
cations telemetry equipment has displayed nominal MTBF of
approximately 300 to 500 hours which is sufficient for the
collection of short term data supported by experienced main-
tenance personnel.

Pulse modulation has long been used for data trans-
mission because it is closely allied with time-division
multiplexing, altechnique that permits a number of separate
data channels to share a single transmission medium by
alloting a particular time interval to each channel. The
channels are sampled in regular sequence and samples
from the various channels are interleaved in time to foia,
a single pulse train.

Many types of pulse modulation can be used. In
pulse-amplitude modulation (PAM), for example, the height
of an individual pulse represents the magnitude of the ori-
ginal signal at a given sampling instant. Pulse length re-
presents the signal magnitude in pulse-duration modulation (PDM).

13
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In both cases, the intelligence is carried in analog form.
If the pulses were received exactly as transmitted, and
if the receiving equipment accurately determined the ap-
propriate characteristics of the received pulses, the
original! waveform could be reconstructed exactly. Because
of noise and distortion, however, the received pulses are
degraded versions of the transmitted pulses. As a pulse
accumulates noise, its boundaries become uncertain, causing
difficulty in reconstructing the received signal. Errors
are cumulative and tend to get worse as the transmission
distance increases.

Considerable immunity to noise and other transmis-
sion difficulties can be achieved if the multiplexed signal
is coded as a series of identical pulses and spaces. Then
the receiving equipment need only make a simple yes-or-no
decision as to the presence or absence of a pulse at a
particular time. This coded arrangement of binary puls'es
is the pulse-code-modulation (PCM) signal. Where the
basic concept of PCM is relatively simple, the implementation
of the theory to form an operating system can become some-
what more complex.

Whenever data is to be transmitted from one point
to another, the question of whether to use an analog or a
digital transmission system arises. Since FM is the most
common analog technique used in telemetry, it most often
provides the standard of comparison for pulse-code-modulation
(PCM). No simple formula has been developed for comparing
the tw3 techniques because there are so many aspects to
such a comparison. However, it is possible to compare them
in general terms.

One of the most important points of comparison is
the required accuracy of the system. If the data must be
accurate to better than about 1 percent, PCM is usually
the choice. If the requirements are very stringent, this
is almost certain to be the deciding factor.

Where large numbers of channels are involved, PCMf
also has advantages, chiefly in size and weight. Also when
lower power or a. noisy transmission link results in a low
signal-to-noise ratio PCM has the clear advantage. This
comes about because the receiving equipment needs only to
detect the presence or absence, not the height or shape,

14
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of a pulse. Once the signal power is high enough so the
decision level is clear of the noise, additional signal
power merely increases the "safety margin" with little ef-
fect on the signal quality.

The fact that PCM is already in digital form lends
itself well to digital data processing. Progressively
higher quantities of data are being sought from smallei,
faster, more reliable telemeters. Microcircuits now per-
form logic functions with high reliability. Here, PCM
telemetry has had a definite advantage over FM systems
because the development of analog microcircuits has lagged
that of digital microcircuits.

Some of the major advantages that have been dis-
cussed briefly are what Sanders believes would be the neces-
sary attributes for the telemetry equipment that might be
used for high speed scoring systems. Since the need appears
to be for large quantity, high speed data in this applica-
tion, PCI! is recommended for use should the decis ion to
utilize telemetry be adopted in the final analysii.

C. ANALYSIS OF DISPLAY METHODS AND DEVICES

For scoring applications, the potential user requires
a display device which will provide the numerical analog
representing the number of projectiles falling on the target
area. In general, display devices can be classified into
three categories: (1) the mechanical types such as teletype-
writers and plotters, (2) electronic types such as counters,
and (3) light types such as a cathode ray tube or electro-
illuminesent panel. Because the mechanical types are speed
limited and often display limited, the electronic and light
type displays are the best solution for high speed informa-
tion access. A militarized version of a CRT display is
at most clumsy, bulky, and requires constant maintenance
to ensure accuracy of the -analog output. Electronic counters,
on the other hand, provide a high speed numerical readout
that is compact, lightweight, and inexpensive when compared
to a CRT display. Such counters have reached a high degree
of technical development and are highly reliable, therefore
a device with these developed qualities appears to be the
best choice for scoring systemr applications.
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D. DE'CRIPTION OF SENSING, TRANSMISSION, AND DISPLAY
METHODS USED IN EXISTING AIR-T•O--GROUND SYSTEMS

1. RASCORE S

a. Sensing and Processing

A 10-nanosecond radar pulse, reflected from a pro-
Jectile heading towards a target, is mixed with a 9.7 GHz r-f
frequency in the microwave subassembly to obtain a 10-nanosecond
video pulse which is amplitude modulated by the doppler frequency
of the scored projectile. This doppler frequency varies from
42 to 57.7 kHz in direct proportion to the radial velocity of
the projectile with respect to the radar. False target informa-
tion is rejected by a range gate which accepts only targets from
95 to 10S feet from the antenna. Signals from ricochets and
debris are eliminated by the appropriate low cutoff doppler
filters. The burst of doppler frequencies is envelope-detected
and fed to the input of a threshold circuit; if the signal level
satisfies the threshold requirement, a 3-millisecond scoring
pulse is generated.

b. Transmission

The scoring pulse generated by the RASCORE S micro-
wave subassembly is applied to a buried RG176A-U coaxial cable
for transmission to the data presentation and recording assembly.
As an altarnative to the cable connection between the transmission
and display points, a telemetry link may be used.

c. Display

The scoring pulse, corresponding to one round, advances
the count of a four-digit electronic counter. At the end of an
attack run, the operator presses a PRINT rocker switch and the
number of the run, with the number of scored rounds, is printed
on a paper tape by a digital recorder. The run number is also
displayed on the control panel by a sequence counter. The paper
tape automatically advances, the digital counter resets, and the
sequence counter increases its count by one digit in preparation
for scoring the next run. The display is visible in bright sun-
light and at night.

2. DEL MAR SYSTEMS

a. Sensing and Processing

The various models of the Del Mar tactical air-to-
gr.Ound sco:'iTi svstc 1 ,-:e similar; NloA;l DA-3/A is describrd
b C I o v.
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The pulse output of an acoustic transducer is con-
nected, via a 300-foot cable, to a signal conditioning and trans-
mission unit which converts it to a combination of analog (PDM)
and digital elements. Each signal burst, containing the infor-
mation pertaining to one round, starts with a synchronizing pulse,
followed by zero to three binary-coded target identification
pulses, and is completed by a data pulse whose duration is a func-
tion of calibrated signal amplitude. Maximum scoring time is
9.15 milliseconds per round. The miss distance is calibrated by
a precision athdiL-frequency generator which simulates the electri-
cal output of the acoustic transducer. Normal transducer outputs
for given projectiles at given miss distances are known from the
experimental firing of many rounds.

b. Transmission

A 200 to 240 Milz band carrier is frequency modulated
by the data pulse with a maximum deviation cf 500 kHz and trans-
mitted from a disc-cone antenna with a minimum carrier power
of 2 W. This signal is received by a similar antenna connected
to a data reception and display unit located up to 5 miles away.
The signal conditioning and transmission unit is powered by a
30V nickel-cadmium battery capable of 12 hours of continuous
operation. Standby current is approximately 200 ma with peak
current during data transmission being approximately 1.2 amps.
The duty cycle depends on the number of rounds scored with the
peak current existing for a maximum of 9.0 milliseconds per
scored round.

c. Display

The data reception and display unit contains five
counters, one for each of five zones. Each counter consists of
three glow tubes to display a maximum count of 999 rounds per
zone. The first zone counter scores hits from zero to 3 feet,
the second, 3 to 6 feet,' etc. , to the fifth zone where scoring
is, from 12 to 15 feet. A scoring radius switch in the display
unit converts the zone width from 3 to 50 feet. In the S0-foot
poiitiun, the first counter scores from zero to 50 feet, the
second counter, 50 to 100 feet, etc., to the fifth zone where
scoring is from 200 to 250 feet.

A second switch in the display unit converts one of
the counters into a presentation of miss distance in feet. In
thi; mode, the system produces a pulse train for each round with
each pulse corresponding to an incremental unit of distance. When
the scoring radius switch is 'in the 3/15-foot position (3 feet
per zone, 15-foot maximum radius), each pulse indicates 0.1 feet
of the total miss distance for the round; at all other positions
of the scoring radius switch each pulse indicates 1.0 foot of
the total miss distance for the round.

17
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The data reception and display unit requires approxi-mately 60W of IISV, 60 Hz power.

I
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The data reception and display unit requires approxi-
mately 60W of lISV, 60 Hz power.

ii
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Item DoManufacturer Mto sd Tp neA~~;

Nio.io or User-

I. 8003 Babcock Co. Pulsed raddr YD I C-SO ft tlft j
2 80-2Babcock Co. Pulsed radar MDI 5-50 ft ±

.3- BIDOPS-? Babcock Co. Pulsed radar MDI 0-50 ft t2h I't
0-100 ft .14hIt

4: BIDOpS triad Corp. CW radar MDI 0- soft ±21i Ot
AN/APQ-35

S. AN/USQ-3S Babcock Co. 1>C radar-' 'MDT - 0-So£t 2h~ f4

6. C14 Redemp-'; Dalmo Victor Pulse radar MDI 0-600 ft i5

tion Scorer

7. SCOR-PAC Daal Assoc. Inc. Pulse radar ~'MDT Unknown Unkw*~wn

8. AX/AP Q-91 Dalmo Victor Pulse radar MDI 0-100 ft tS4 r 0

9. Esco Proxi- Electronic Spec. CV radar Hit In- 0-15 ft t15%
mity Scorer U. Shoo Co. dicator

10. Ratio Doppler 1Keltec, Fla. CW radar MDI 0-250 ft ±5S ft or 10%
Scorer.: (Note)

ll* Shipboard NAFI CV radar More than UnkncOn
Video Doppler .200 ft

12. MD-41 7: Nol Code 735 CW radar ýMDI Less than UnknOwn
ýCorona, Cal. 33 ft

13. Trans-Sonic Transonics CV radar Vector 0-100 ft t10% M9
MDI MDI ±15% Uz~inuth

error

14. TIMASS Thiokol Chem. Acoustical MDI 0-10 ft ±5

15. Bullet MDT Raven Elect. Pulse radar Vector 0-100 ft ±5 f t MD
MDI ±30m~imuth and

elevation errorI

NOTE: Whichever value is greater.
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Reunds LOjectiVO -

Ac euns 07ctro ApliatinsProjectile Reference
Acc ~/,Vin.~ Lim r0  Aptiattn StttS Scored

2ift. Unknown -Unknown Air-Air -~Active, 105 xM shell

±3k ~Unknown Unknown Air-Air' Active M1issiles .

t2j ;-t Unkcnown Unknown Air-A4 r, Active� Missiles123
t4h ' - Air-Ground

t2½ ft Unkn,,wn Un~known Air-Air Active Missiles 4
10& ma1n,

2hj ff Unknown Unknown Air-Air Active missiles

ISUnknown Unknown Air-Air Inactive Mlissile,. a
105man

Unkiqm,.n Unk~,own Unknown Air-Air Inactive Missiles,1

IS (Nt nnw nnwn Air-Air Inactive 105 ma

list Unknown Unknown Air-Air Unknown 5 in. Rockets
- 105 an missiles

IS ft or 10% Unkno~wn Unknown Air-Air Active missiles
(No0te)

kfn Unknow;n Unknown Unknown Air-Air Active Missiles1

Ln Unknown 'Unknown Unknown Ai-Air -nactive' Missiles1

t10% M 9 Unknown Unknown Air-Air Inactive Missiles I
±15% azimnuth
error

±5% 6000 More than Air-Air Active Unknown1
MACH I

IS ft MD Ground-Air Dey. 7. 62. mm
±3 0&7j wuth andStg
elevation error Unknown tUrkknownSae

loin
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16. Pa pas R. Parsons Pulse Rader MDI z3-50 ft .'S5t
Babcock

17. Tactical Air--- Del Mar Eng. Acoustical MDI 1.5-15 a ±5%
Ground Remote 3.0 30 m
Scorer

.... ^11e Bulow Olle Bulow Sonic (.I (See pro- ±5.6 ft
:.4odel Lyth-22 jectile

scored

19. Obscuration Ford Instru. Optical MDI 0-100 ft ±5 ft
Scorer

20. M•illimeter Adv. Tech. Corp. CW radar MDI 0-100 fr ±S ft ot S%
Scorer (Note)

21. Electro opti- AF armament Optical MDI 0-30 m ±2.54 c;:
cal MD system

22. Radioplane Radioplane Div. CW radar MDI 0-100 ft ±Sft or 10O
Scorer of Northrop

23. Charge Indep. Librascope Div. Electro- MDI (See ap- ±Sft or 10%
Electrostatic Gen. Precision Static plication)(Note)
Scorer

24. Traid Vector Traid Corp., Optical Vector. 0-350 ft: ±10%

2S. M.I.R.S. NWC, China Lake Optical V Vector !!nknown. ±1% range
MDI ±0.5% aspect angle

26. Supersonic FEI NADC, Johnsville Optical Vector 0-200 ft ±5%
Camera Pods MDI

27. RASCORE M Sanders Assoc. Pulse radar MDI 0-275 ft ±2.5 ft

28. RASCORE S Sanders Assoc. Pulse radar Hit In- 20 ft ±1 ft
dicator diam.

29. AN/USQ-6(XN-Z) Raytheon Mfg. CW radar MDI 0-100 ft ±10%

Note: Whichever value is greater

1
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TANTA I tu •fVB3fAqP'r~l OIPd, l~ • u :. B --•~

Sufds Veloc;.,.y .•p'lii. 5 Status ProJibcto.
0' ". " 4•4! *I; ' • . a'• . s S t o r e d 0

Unknow'n Unknown Air-Air Active 5-in. Rockets

5000 More than Air-Ground Active 5.56-I5S aS 1,4,MACH 1 
De4aDeaI Har

Eng. Co.
Single More than Air-Air Inactive 8 mm, range O-IS, ft 1/1500 MACH 1 20ms, range 0-30 ft

40mm, range 0-40 ft
75 mm rocket, range
0-60 ft

Unnknown Unknown Air-Air Inactive ios I'S

SI Unknown Unknown Air-Air Inactive Unknown

Unknown Less than Air-Air Lab Mo- Missiles?-280 ft/sec0-Msi101 tdel only
10% Unknown Unknown Air-Air Inactive Missiles 1

10% Unknown Unknown Airrange Inactive Missiles
0-100 ft
Ground-Air
range,0-lOOft

Unknown Unknown Air-Air Unknown Missiles ,

P Unknown Unknoun Air-Air Unknown Missilesp ec t a n g l e- -

Unknown Unknown Air-Air Unknown Missiles 6,7,8
500 Up to Ground-Air Active Missiles I, Sanders

MACH 8 1 adrAssoc. Inc.
15,000 None Air-Ground Active 7.62 ma to 'S in. 9, Sanders

Assoc. Inc.
Unknown Unknown Air-Air Inactive S-in. rockets

:saa

/1



Amanu fa•curer -Ro-Iit m Des i gn 2t. on " °• : cu ro::)

1o• ' o or User ..lethod Use.d Type R-pm c C. I

50. Airborre Conductron Inc. Acoustical Ground Unknown Unknos'i Unkn
Ground Fire Fire
Locator Locator

S1. 3C49C Hlydro Systems Pbysical Hit in- Unknown ±2% 12,01
Contact dicator

S2. 3F43-1 Univ. Pittsburg Infrared Hit in- 45-450 Unknow' sing:
dicator

33. 3F43-3A Univ. Pittsburg Infrared Hit in- 100-2000 Unknow. Singa
dicator

34. DS-TAG-2-A Dormier Syst. Pulse radar Hit in- 0-3.0-6. ±10% Unkn,
Ltd. dicator 0-9 a

35. L-B and MDI Dewey Corp. CW radar MDI 0-SO ft Unkn±

36. Vector Scorer Motorola Pulse radar Vector 0-100 ±5% 1200
MDI 0-200 ft ±10%

37. AN/DSQ-7 .. Babcock Elect. Doppler MDI ISO ft ±2 ft Unkni
radar

38. DOFL Proxi- Diamond Ord. Optical Hit in- iS ft ±15% Unkni
mity Scorer Fuse Labs. dicator

39. Missile Servo Corp. CW radar Hit in- Unknown Unknown Unkni

Scorer dicator

40. Radar Scorer Del Mar Eng. CW radar MDI - Unknown Unknown- Unkn4

41. Strafing Sco- Del Mar Eng. Acoustical MDI 3-250 ft ±S% 9000
rer DA/3/C

42. Strafing Sco- Del Mar Eng. Acoustical MDI 0-18, ±S% 6000• 18-36

rer DA-3/E 
36-600

36-54r

43. Strafing Sco- Del Mar Eng. Acoustical MDI 1is-i'sm -S% 9000
rer DA-3/F

44. Strafing Sco- Del Mar Eng. Acoustical MDI 3-250 ft ±S% 6000
rer DA-3/A

45. Gunshot Melpar Acoustical MDI 0-100 ft Unknown Unkni
Detector

:1
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TABLE 1. NONCOOPERATIVE SCORING SYSTEMS (Cont'd)

RO~.SdSProcectileRoI a r i e Application* Status Projectile Scored Reference•0,:)"~ ~ Io.' o. 1. e•t y
• /Mi•.I. r i. L t at!; ons .

Unknown Unknown Air-Air Active S-in. Rockets

12,000 Unknown Air-Ground Unknown 30calSO cal, 10
20 ma

)V.1  Single Unknown Ground- Unknown II, 12

Ground

Single Unknown Ground- Unknown 106 mm, I05 mm, 11

Ground

Unknwn Unknown Ground- Unknown 12.7-76 mm 13
Ground

ft Unknown Unknown Ground- Unknown 105 mm 14. IS
Ground

1200 M&CH 7 Air-Air Dev. los mm 1 sq.ft. %,Motorola
stage

Unknown Unknown Air-Air Unknown Missiles 2

Unknown Unknown Air-Air Inactive Missiles 1

)wn Unknown Unknown Air-Air Unknown Missiles 16

iw * Unknown Unknown Air-Air Inact.ve Unknown .17

9000 More than Air-Ground Active 5.56-155 mm Del Mar Eng.
MACH I

6000 More than Air-Ground Active 5.56-155 ma Del Mar Eng.
MACH 1

9000 More than Air-Ground Active 5.56-155 m. Del Mar Eng.

6000 More than Air-Ground Active S.56-l55 mm Del Mar Eng.
MACH 1

ýwn Unknown Unknown Ground-Air Inactive Unknown 18
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SECTION V,

DISCUSSION

A. INTRODUCTION

This section presenta a trade-off analysis between the five
systems determined by the results of the study to be most appro-
priate for application to the Armed Aircraft Qualification Range
Scoring System. The systems are compared and analyzed in terms
of their performance, economics, efficiency, reliability, and
maintainability. Because the type of projectiles used has a
broad impact on system criteria, a discussion on merits of live
versus inert projectiles is presented at the beginning of the
section.

B LIVE VERSUS INERT AMMUNITION

The type of ammunition to be used in this application is one
of the most significant factors affecting the concept formulation.
If live ammunition is used exclusively or even partially, target-
mounted sensors or *coring systems must have a survival capability
greater than field-qualified armored vehicles. For standoff
scoring systems, or sensors, survival of the equipment also pre-
sents problems, but these can be overcome to a great extent by
the use of protective bunkers and shielding. Regardless of the
type of sensor used, maintenance of the scoring system and range
involves safety considerations and is time consuming due to the
p rcý;ence of unexploded munitions. These must first be removed'
by l1OL) personnel before any work can be done to the scoring
equipment or targets.

It would appear then, that the obvious choice would be to
use inert ammunition at all helicoptergunnery ranges. However,
several disadvantages result from the use of inert ammunition.
The impact point of 40-mm grenades will not be visible to the
student and instructor. This is also true of 2.75-inch rockets
when impacting after engine burnout. Discussions with human
factors people at Fort Rucker and officers representing the
Department of Instruction at Fort Stewart indicate that this is
ob;ectionable for psychological reasons. Student motivation is
decreased when detonation of the larger projectiles cannot be
seen. This type of gunnery has been compared to Link trainer
instruction rather than actual f~ight instruction.

A second disadvantage of the use of inert ammunition is that
because the impact point of inert rounds cannot be seen, any
rounds failing outside the scoring range are not scored and pro-
vidc no information for corrective action. In a sense then,
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these projectiles are wasted except for the negative information
they provide in determining hit/miss percentages. Consequently,
it is possible that more rounds will be required in order for
the required proficiency to be attained: this of course would
increase annual costs of ammunition expended in training.

The psychological and scoring problems associated with the
use of inert projectiles must also be considered in terms of the
relative importance of the various weapon systems in the overall
training program. It appears that the larger types, rockets and
grenades which can be equipped with either inert or live warheads,
present the greatest training problem. Department of Instruction
personnel at both Fort Rucker and Hunter/Stewart indicated that
these larger weapons are the most difficult to learn to fire; the
40-mm because of its low velocity and subsequent high-arc tra-
jectory; the 2.7S-inch folding-fin rocket because of its sus-
ceptibility to relative wind and center-of-gravity shift during
engine burn. In addition, the 2.7S-inch rocket is depencen. J.1
helicopter trim and flight attitude, and both types are fired in
short bursts which nominally contain one to three rounds. Clearly
then, training considerations associated with these projectiles
take precedence over the 7.62-mm ball ammunition which, because
of tracer rounds and its high rate of fire, can be "walked" into
the target with some ease since the target area is generally
devoid of foliage.

The use of live versus inert ammunition was also investigated
from cost, procurement, and logistics considerations. Inquiries
were addressed to the following:

SC -

Picatinny Arsenal

"* Frankford Arsenal

* Olin Matheson Corporation

* U.S. Axrmy Ammunition Supply Agency

Other than Fort Rucker, no useful information was obtained
from these agencies. The information requested was either not
available or classified. Fort Rucker, however, estimates that
inert ammunition, when available has cost 2 percent more than
live because of procurement problems. Although small compared
to the total cost of training, this percentage would account for
an annual cost increasl of $96,000 per major facility at the
current training rate.

Details given in Section VI, paragraph E.

26
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As *a res•ult ot thc foregoing considerationsi, it is determined
Sthat the Ilse of live ammunition, is the most appropriate coursse
to pursue even though it presents problem% in equipment survival
and r.ange maintenance. However, the requirements of the SDR have
been weighted against the use of both types of ammunition, where
applicable, to assure the best possible concept.

C. PERFORMANCE

The following is an evaluation of scoring systems, data link*,
and targets in terms of the performance standards set by the SDR.

1. SYSTEMS AND DATA LINKS

The characteristics of the five most suitable systems are
summarized in Table 2. These five systems fall into two categories,
four systems made by Del Mar Engineering, all dependent on an
acoustic sensor located at the target and one system made by
Sanders Associates, Inc., which projects a radar window in front
of the target from an antenna facing, but remote from, the target.

a. Tactical Situations

Neither radar or acoustic systems can be easily adapted
to different field tactical situations. A fairly permanent in-
stallation is required for the radar and for the hardwired acoustic
system. The acoustic systems employing telemetry for data trans-
mission offer somewhat more flexibility for relocation, but the
cable between the acoustic transducer and electronics must be un-
earthed and reburied with each system relocation. For tactical
situations involving approach of the gunship from different di-
rections, the acoustic systems do offer an advantage in that they
provide omnidirectional scoring.

b. Components

"- All 'systems provide a hit-count measurement and trans-
milsion device, and hit-count central display units; only the
RASCORE S provides a hit count and register central display unit.
Registration of scored rounds and run number is automatically
prnted on a paper tape when a rocker switch is pressed on the
anit. Except for the Del Mar DA-3/E, none of the systems include
targets; the DA-3/E has a hit-count panel target wired to register
hits, an acoustic transducer is also included to score miss zones.
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vice in.. Operational Limits I'
The hit-count measurement and transmission de-

vices in all systems are capable of transmitting a signal
to a display unit located off the largest range specified
in the SDR; viz, 2,000 meters by 6,000 meters.

Sd. Environment .

The five systems are all capable of day and night
operation. The RASCORE S meets the requirements for opera-
tion under intermediate climatic conditions as defined in

......------- Change 1, AR705-15, except for the lower limit of ambient
temperature. The requirement is for -25 degrees F, the
equipment design is for 0 degrees F. Component changes can
be made to meet these requirements. Del Mar Models DA-3/A,
-3/C, and -3/F have not received formal environmental test-
ing, but similar systems have passed all environmental re-
quirements of NTDC-STD-115.-

e. Projectile Sizes Scored

The RASCORE S and Del Mar Models DA-3/A, -3/C,
and -3/F score hit data for live projectiles in sizes ex-
ceeding the spccified requirement of 7.62-mm to 6-inch. Of
this group, only the -3/A provides scalar miss distance data
and this information is limited to single rounds. The Del
Mar DA-3/E has an upper size limit of 70 mm. None of the
Del Mar systems will score inert 40-mm grenades; 2.75-inch

rockets will only score if they impact at 1250 fps or more:
the acoustic sensor can score subsonic projectiles only on
their detonations. The RASCORE S can szore both live and
inert rounds equally well.

f. Scoring Rate,,
.. .. The systems are all'capable of scoring a single .

machinegun or multiple machineguns with rates of fire up to
6000 spm on a single firing run. The Del Mar systems can
score different sized projectiles on separate firing runs
if an amplifier gain adjustment is made each time the pro-
jectile size is.changed. The RASCORE S requires no adjust-
ment to score different sizes.

2. Lettcr to Sanderb Asscciates, Inc., Bedford Division, At-

:enr.:ion ,;. B :.: y L lcd, from "0. B. Lolmaugh, Del Mar
7 r: T 4 "1 (..T. I•n , r -. e., dated 17 June 1969, File No.

i-.,-l. ,i±uret . 2. and 4: ai-giaph D4
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g. Mixed Size Capability

The RASCORE S can score mixed rounds in the
same firing run. Because the Del Mar systems require an
amplifier gain adjustment for each size projectile scored,
they cannot score mixed rounds in the same firing run.

h. Accuracy and Information Display

Only detonating projectiles (40-mm grenades
and 2.75-inch rockets) scored by an acoustic sensor are
counted in their terminal positions. Supersonic projectiles
scored by acoustic sensors, and all projectiles scored by
radar, are counted just before they impact. None of the
five systems can deliver vector scoring data as desired by
the SDR. The Del Mar DA-3/A can be set to read miss distances
in feet for single rounds at a maximum distance of 999 feet

in 1-foot increments. An optional setting produces a
mum reading of 99.9 feet in 0.1-foot incremeats. Thih
"greatly exceeds the minimum miss distance requirement of 30
meters specified. Since the overall advertised accuracy of
the DA-3/A is 95 percent, and the SDR error limit is ±2 per-
cent from 0 to 15 meters, and ±10 percent from 15 to 30 meters,
the system accuracy does not fully meet the SDR requirement
for distances under 15 meters. For rapid fire, the zone
scoring mode of the DA-3/A is used as explained in detail
in Section IV. The other four systems score in zones at
all times. Like the DA-3/A, the other Del Mar systems have
an overall error of,±S percent (95 percent accuracy)°and
cannot meet the SDR requirement for distances up to 15 meters.
The accuracy of the existing RASCORE S is 95 percent; system
modifications under consideration for the AAQRSS are not ex-
pected to affect this figure significantly. The RASCORE S
yields a single zone score count like the Del Mar Models
DA-3/C and, DA-3/F. Unlike any of the Del Mar models, the
RASCORE S produces a. run number and makes a permanent record
of the score and run number on paper tape.

i. Multiple Target Display

The data format of the Del Mar systems includes
a target identitication pulse for each round scored to enable
a single display to selectively accept signals from one of
eight adjacent target site subsystems. Four r-f carrier fre-
quencies are available as options with the Del Mar telemetering
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links to provide isolation for a total of 32 adjacent targets.
This applies to the Del Mar systems which employ telemetry as
a standard data link; viz, DA-3/A, -3/C, and -3/F. The DA-3/E
and the RASCORE S employ hardwired data links, an arrangement
which eliminates interference between two adjacent systems. The
RASCORE S could use a single cable to carry scoring data from
six targets through one coaxial cable to one central display.
As a development option, a telemetry link could be sm-
ployed in place of hardwire to transmit the RASCORE S data. In
their present state, all systems require one display per target.

j. Night Operation

All systems have a self-contained lighting capability
for effective night operations,

k. Terrain and Exposure

All five systems are adaptable to desert, mountain.,
and jungle terrain. If the system components are covered with
waterproof shrouds during periods of inactivity, no problem
is anticipated in exposing them to the local climate for periods
of up to 30 days.

1. Power Sources

The display units of all systems operate on the
115V, 60 Hz power available from standard Army generators. The
RASCORE S and the DA-3/E operate entirely from 11SV, 60 Hz power;
the other three Del Mar systems require 30V rechargeable batteries
for their transmission units.

m. Future Development

The 360-degree attack angle capability of the Del
Mar'acoustic sensors offers a possible advantage over the
RASCORE S for future development. If the advanced:Aerial Fire

Support System is realized, there may be a need for a scorer
that can count hits from rounds fired at the front and back of
a target. The RASCORE S does not have this :apability; a second
system would be required to monitor the other side of the target.

2. TARGETS

Three types of targets representative of armored vehicles
are available; these are: vehicular shells in current use, two-
dimensional silhouette targets with hit detection devices, and
three-dimensional targets constructed of a lightweight frame and
outer skin. The vehicular shells in current use are old tanks or
armored personnel carriers. At Hunter, some of these shells have
acoustic sensors on top of the target; at Fort Rucker, the acoustic
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sensors are located remote from the vehicular targets and are
marked with a white "patch" at the top of a pylon. The most

-- severe disadvantage for vehicle shell targets is that a pith to
the target area must be cleared of unexploded projectiles before
the old target may be towed off and a new one is pulled in to
replace it. This deficiency would not apply on a range restri'ted
to the use of inert ammunition. Though they become damaged and
loose some of their realistic appearance, the shell targets are
cheap and durable; an occasional painting renews the targets,
postponing the need for replacement.

Two-dimensional targets fail to provide realism if the
helicopter attack angle becomes too steep, but their main pro-
blem is limited durability and the need for frequent replace-
ment. They can withstand ball ammunition hits, but will be
destroyed by a direct hit from a live warhead. The best appli-

cation for two-dimensional targets is probably to simulate per-
sonnel. To eliminn:te the need for frequency replacement, hse
target s can pussibly he 1Iniited to strafing with 7.62-mm
jectiles. Each target can consist of a human sized silhouce
cut from sheet polyethylene and mounted on a concrete base. For
use with an acoustic system, a number of these targets can be
randomly arranged within the confines of a circle with an acoustic
sensor at its center, the senser can then score all rounds en-
tering the circle. The radius of this circle can vary widely
depending on the model of acoustic system selected. If desired,
a projectile can be scored as far as 250 feet from the sensor.

In its present form, the RASCORE S illuminates a circular
radar window 20 feet in diameter at a distance of 100 t S feet
from the antenna sensor. The planned modirication for the
AAQRSS application would illuminate an elliptical window with
a vertical minor axis of 8 and a horizontal major axis of 30 feet
ata distance of 300 t 5 feet from the antenna. With this window,
targets can he arranged randomly within an area behind the window.
The confines of this area would be 30 feet wide (15 feet on either ¶
side of the boresight of the radar beam) by 7 feet deep.ý All
projectiles entering this area would be scored. .

Lightweight three-dimensional targets made of polyethylene
provide realism at all angles and can be replaced from above with
helicopters. Like the two-dimensional targets, their weakness
is limitcd durability and the expense and complexity of frequency
replacement. (See paragraph G in this section for details.) They
can withstand almost unlimited ball ammunition hits, but will he
destroyed by a direct hit from a live warhead.
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D. ECONOMICS

1. SYSTEMS

The estimated non-production cost of the RASCORE S system
and the most expensive acoustic system, the Del Mar DA-3/A are
comparative; other acoustic systems are priced lower depending
on capability with the model DA-3/F being somewhat less than half
of the cost of the RASCORE S system. Although the Model DA-3/A
is high in comparison to the other acoustic systems, it does
provide more scoring data; this includes scalar miss distances
for single rounds, and five-zone scoring for rapid fire.

2. DATA LINKS

Telemetry links, which are standard with all Del Mar
systems except the Model DA-3/A, offer more flexibility than
hardwired systems, but are poor from the economic standpoint
because of their potentially low reliability and high maintenance
costs. A telemetered system is not tied to a cable on the dis-
play side and may be moved to follow a target with little dif-
ficulty. -This is a considerable advantage for a range where
targets are very small, lightweight, and often moved; it is little
or no advantage on a gunship range where target sites are poten-
tially fixed. (See paragraph G.2. in this section.) The princi-
pal cost determinants in this extremely severe environment are
reliability and maintainability. The Del Mar telemetering systems,
all iequire a transmitter, receiver, and two disc-cone antennas.
Even under the best conditions, these extra components decrease
reliability by adding to the length and complexity of the system
chain. Since the transmitter and its associated antenna will be
exposed to the gunfire of the range, the chance of damage is
greatly increased. The transmitting antenna must be above the
ground, and will be difficult to protect. Replacing damaged
components will be costly and time consuming.

The estimated cost for a telemetry link for use with
the RASCORE S is $5,000.00; this includes the cost of a battery
supply for the range located end of the equipment. 3 The esti-
mated cost of running three cables at a depth of 4.0 feet is
$00.6976 per foot.. This figure includes the cost of cable and
trench; the breakdown is as follows:

3 Sanders Associates, Bedford Division.
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* Cost of control cable per foot $.Ol864

• Cost of power cable per foot 0900

* Cost of coaxial data cable per foot .11556

* Cost of digging trench per foot .473S

Total cost of cable and instal-
lation per foot .6976 = $.70

Figure 2 shows a typical range layout consisting of six targets;
the RASCORE S is taken as an example. Bunker protected standoff
sensors and receiver/transmitters are cabled to a display point
at one corner of the range. The cable length between the display
point and one of the centrally located targets, equal to 4,550
meters (14,929 feet), is the average length of a data !ink.
Since this is the largest range specified by the SDR, the 1c -- h
and cost of the average data links on most ranges wouli. 4.ower.
Assuming a data link of 14,929 feet and a total cable and instal-
lation price of $.70/foot, the cost is approximately $10,450.00.
The cost of data links serving additional targets would have a
lower cost per foot than that of the first target because one
trench could be'used for most of the cable run.

3. TARGETS

A price check was made to determine potential target
costs. Del Mar makes a lightweight three-dimensional target !
which can be replaced from the air, but its unit cost is
high, approximately $900.00 each in quantities of four. Bolta
Products Division of the General Tire Company, Lawrence,

The Radio Electronic Master, Trade No. 8443, p. 1654

(Reference 19)
S.

The Radio Electronic Master, Trade No. 8477, p. 1654

(Reference 19).

6. The Radio Electronic Master, Trade No. 4488, p. 1713

(Reference 19)

Sanders Associates, Bedford Division*(rate per foot can
easily vary by a factor of two or more deperding upon
terrain type).
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Massachusetts was also contacted regarding the cost of poly-
ethylene sheet stock of the same formulation used in sil-
houette targets for a prior NTDC contract. Estimates obtained
indicate that an M47 tank target can be manufactured in pro-
duction quantities for less than $OO.00 per target.

The worn-out bodies of armored personnel carriers and
other armored vehicles are the cheapest form of target available.
When the vehicle is stripped for parts and diagged onto the
range, it has only scrap value, but its durable structure as-
sures a longer target life than any of the other types under
consideration. The only maintenance cost of the vehicular
shell target once it is installed, is the price of an optional
monthly painting to keep the target visible and realistic.

E. TRAINER EFFICIENCY

Since no vector information is provided by any o. the
electronic systems, the pilot instructor's evaluation
valuable and necessary supplement to the information sui,,y.ied
by the electronic scorer. The scorer presents an accurate
score for the objective comparisor of student performance; the
pilot instructor will provide the long, short, left or right
information required by the student to help him bring his shot
grouping to the target center. This approach, though not as
desirable as a vector electronic scoring system, is poten-
tially much more accurate than any score the instructor pilot
could deliver alone. Consider the following variables affecting
the instructor pilot's scoring curing a burst of macnine
gun fire:

(1) Dust stirred up by the initial projectiles ob-
scuring the face of the target;

(2) Innate differences in scoring ability among
various instructors;

S(3)Environmental conditions influencing'visability
such as precipitation, haze, and night conditions;

(4) Attitude of the instructor toward the student; and

(5) Guesswork on the part of the instructor pilot be-
cause he cannot see the bullet holes in the target.

An electronic scoring system would be immune to all of these
variables; it offers an accurate, quantitative, and objective
replacement for instructor scoring.
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Though instructor pilot scoring is not accurate, it is
reliable; if any form of electronic scoring is to replace
the instructor pilot, it must be reliable or it is no improve-,
ment. The subject of reliability is discussed in detail be-
low.

F. RELIABILITY

Besides the discussion contained here, more information
on reliability, including factors influencing MTBF, is pre-
sented in Section VI.

I. SYSTEMS

On a trip to the helicopter gunship ranges at Hunter
Army Air Base, Savannah, Georgia, and the U.S. Army Aviation
School, Fort Rucker, Alabama, Sanders Associates found that
the acoustic systems were not operating. The reason for this
is the severe environment of the gunship range coupled with
the location of the system sensor at the target. Any elec-
tronic equipment is certain to have a difficult existence
under these conditions. Miss distances, scoring zones, and
other distinctions that make one system appear a better choice
than another are outweighed by the need for reliability. Elec-
tronic scoring is accurate (90 percent or better) 8 , rnd the
SDR states the "inflight observation" is inaccurate. The pro-
blem with electronic scoring is reliability; if an electionic
system can be made to approach instructor pilot reliability,
it will be a great improvement over his scoring because it
delivers a more accurate score than the instructor pilot.

8. Department of the Air Force, Headquarters, USAF Tactical

Fighter Weapons Center, Nellis Air Force Base, Nevada
TAC Test 66-45, Electronic Target Scoring (Final Report),
28 August 1967; paragraph 7(b) "The DA-3 System .........
Appeared to be capable of scoring strafe results with an
accuracy of greater than 90%." (Reference 4)

Sanders Associates, Inc., Bedford Division, Bedford,
Massachusetts ASynopsis of Operational Data Obtained
During Field Tests of RASCORE S (Automatic Strafing Targe
System) __ Jui[j 963; page 24 (Reference 9)

9. eT.!rt-,c:' C '_ t 1, Art - ~ -vc L S a Ia Vc vc I oi ine t Pq S1 ii -

Sme;,t (Sr,-- r an Armed Aircraft Q-:;1ificatior. Ran S t'st ,
pa raa•:.'-: . -: -'7 -in- f i &n t ot'L •',- _n .... 15 .nac cu. z,_
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The failure of the acoustic systems presently in-
stalled at Hunter and Fort Rucker suggests that they are
not suitable in this bpplication; the RASCORE S with its
standoff sensor offers the prospect for a high reliability
system. Because experience has shown that the area within
approximately a 100 meters radius around a gunship range
target is devastated, the existing design distance for the
RASCORE S sensor will be changed from 100 to 300 feet for
the AAQRSS application. Although this change does not move
the sensor outside the area of devastation, it diminishes
the chance of damage considerably. To reduce further the
chance of damage to the antenna and receiver/transmitter
assembly, they can be installed in a weatherproof bunker,
and a radome can be mounted on the antenna assembly for
protjction against flying debris.

Unlike the radar antenna, which may be heavily
shielded on three sides and from above, the acoustic ! r-
sor is difficult to protect. The acoustic sensor is o;::,,±-
directional and does its best job when there-is no shield-
ing to prevent data from reaching it. The current practice
is to mount the sensor on top of the target, but this posi-
tion is so exposed that the sensor's chance of survival is
small, even when inert ammunition is being fired. A more
protected arrangement was used during an evaluation of the
Del Mar DA-3 Acoustiscore System at Nellis Air Force Base
in Nevada. The transducer was mounted at the bottom of a
two-dimensional strafing target between the target face
and a pile of sand bags. During 13 sorties, consisting of
three runs each, 20-mm projectiles were fired at the target;
the following is a partial list of the difficulties experi-
enced:, the transducer was knocked down, reducing the size
of its acoustical pattern; the transducer cable was severed,
making the system inoperative; and the transducer was crcased
by a projectile and was not reliable for the remainder of
the firing.10 The acoustic sensor had two advantages during
the strafing runs that it would not have had on the helicopter
gunship range:'- the sensor was protected by sand bags, and

Department'of the Air Force, Headquarters, USAF Tactical

Fighter Weapon5 Center, Nellis Air Force Base, Nevada
TAC Tc :t C-If- F Eectr.w,4K Targe t Sco (~j Final Report),
28 AT1.q 17rur. 10. (Refe-cnce 4)

4,.
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the 20-mm projectiles were not explosive. 'On the gunship
range, the exposed mounting of the sensor and its cable
increases the chance of damage to both. This is particularly
true if live ammunition is used. If inert ammunition is used
to improve sensor survival, 40-mm grenades will not score and
2,75-inch rockets will score only if they impact at 1250 fps
or more.

2. DATA LINKS

Though it would add portability to a range system,
it may be necessary to reject telemetry in the interest of
reliability. The addition of a transmitter, receiver, and two
antennas to a system whose worst potential problem is reli-
ability may be sufficient reason for rejecting telemetry in
favor of simpier, more reliable, hardwire. Since craters
3 feet deep are not uncommon on the range, the cables con-
necting the transmitting equipment to the data display must
be buried at least 4 feet, preferably in conduit, for protec-
tion. A better solution would be to use walk-in maintenance
tunnels for the cable, but this idea has been rejected as too
expensive to implement. z

G. MAINTAINABILITY

1. SYSTEMS AND DATA LINKS

a. Installation and Operation

None of the five systems can be installed with
little or no site preparation. From the installation stand-
point, the systems can be divided into two categories; Del
Mar Models DA-3/A, DA-3/C, and DA-3/F are in one group, and

•RASCORE S and Del Mar Model DA-3/E are in the other. The
'first group employs an r-f data link; installation consists
of mounting the sensor at the target, digging a protective
trench for the 300-foot sensor cable, setting up the trans-
mitting and display units with their tripod-mounted antennas
in a line-of-sight with one another, and calibrating the
system. The second group uses hardwired data and power cables
buried in a tre~nch between the transmission and display sites;
the sensor of the DA-3/E must be mounted at the target and
the sensor cable run to the transmission point in a trench.
The antenna sensor of the RASCORE S would be mounted in a bunker
at the transmission point, 300 feet in front of the target.

4!
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Though it is difficult to install, the RASCORE S
system makes the range easy to operate because the radar has
good potential reliability and consequent low maintenance re-
quirements. All acoustic systems, except the DA-3/E with its
hardwired data links, are easier to install than the RASCORE S,
but have potentially low reliability because of their exposed
sensors and complex r-f data links. The choice of acoustic
systems will tend to make the range difficult to operate. The
DA-3/E, like the RASCORE S, will be difficult to install, but
somewhat more reliable than the other acoustic systems. On
the other hand, its exposed acoustic sensor will tend to re-
duce its reliability, and, consequently, increase maintenance
requirements.

b. Portability

The systems are not portable to any useful ex-
tent. Although the electronic components of all five scoring
systems are transportable by medium helicopter sling load,
the hardwired data links are not. The acoustic systems, w Ltn
the exception of the DA-3/E which uses cable, emply r-f data
links as standard, but their portability is still restricted
by the 300-foot buried cables which tie each sensor to its
associated transmitter.

C. Repair

Because of their modular construction, the systems
present no special maintenance problems to personnel of Mill-
tary Occupational Status (MOS) series 35B,,Electronic Instru-
sent Repairman.

To repair a system, the malfunction is first
isolated to a major assembly, e.g., the receiver/transmitter
assembly of the RASCORE S. The whole assembly is replaced to
get the system back into operation as quickly as possible.,
The faulty assembly' can then be taken to a repair shop off the
range where the repairman can isolate the trouble to a specific
module and replace it. The RASCORE S has been designed so that
a!l repairs may be made at the direct support level or lower.

d. Calibration

The RASCORE S receiver/transmitter assembly has
a built-in CALIERATE switch and meter. Before the day's
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operations begin, this switch is rotated to each of its posi-
tions and the meter is checked for a specified reading at
each detent. To eliminate the aeed for flying maintenance per-
sonnel to the range for this purpose every day, an equipment
modification is planned to sum the correct meter readings for
a GO indication at the data presentation and recording assem-
bly. If the GO indicator fails to illuminate, the malfunction
can be isolated on the range by checking the built-in meter
readings at the receiver/transmitter.

The acoustic systems have no built-in calibrating
equipment; a battery powered test calibration unit is used to
calibrate them. In addition, an amplifier gain setting must
be made to calibrate the equipment for each type of round
scored; the setting must be changed each time a different sized
round is fired.

e. Storage and Transit

The five systems have not been formally tested
for the storage and transit requirements of AR 705-15.

f. Batteries

In their present form, the RASCORE S and Del Mar
Model DA-3/E receive 115-V, 60-Hz power from a point off the
range; no battery power is required for either system. The
signal conditioning and transmission units of Del Mar Models
DA-3/A, -3/C, and -3/F each contain a 30-V nickel-cadmium
battery capable of 12 hours of continuous operation. The bat-
tery provides all power for the range located elements of an
acoustic system; this does not meet the SDR standard which
requires 24 hours of operation between recharges. Replacing
the discharged batteries with fresh ones is a hazardous and
troublesome chore; it involves landing a man near the ,dud"
laden target site, another'good reason for rejecting r-f,
data links..

g. Range Access

One solution to the hazard of mair.taining equip-
ment on a range wherc live ammunition is used is to build a
boardwalk between the side of the range and the equipment sites.
Maintenance personnel could be sure that undamagcd portions of
the walk contained no "duds". The presence of potentially
live projectiles would be indicated by damaged boards.
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2. TARGETS

•iThe five scoring systems are not compatible with
mobile target sites; once a target site is selected, it is

permanent. Moving a site involves the following work in
addition to moving the target itself. To move one of the
acoustic systems the range must be cleared of unexploded pro-
Jectiles, then, assuming that an r-f data link is used, the
300-foot sensor cable must be excavated and a new trench dug
corresponding to the new target location. The RASCORE S pre-
sents a much larger problem if its target site is moved.
After clearing the range, the antenna bunker serving the
old site must be abandoned and a new one built, the antenna
and receiver/transmitter assembly must be moved, an6 a trench
must be dug from the old bunker to the new one so that the
data and power cables may be extended. The Del Mar Model
DA-3/E, which uses a hardwired data link, requires trenches
for both the data link and the sensor cable.

Maintenance of'vehicular shell targets is mini,,a.
once the target is in place. An occasional painting to pre-
serve target realism is all that is necessary. Target life,
which influences the amount of maintenance the target will
require, will depend on the frequency of direct hits on ýthe
target, and the amount of distortion and diminished target
visibility that can be tolerated without a loss of student
motivation. Because of the durable nature of the vehicular
shell target, it is certain to have a longer life than any
other target type. When replacement is finally necessary,
a road sized path must be cleared from the nearest range'
boundary to the target site. When all unexploded ammunition
is removed, and the cleared path is marked, the remains of
the old target shell may be dragged out and a new one pulled
into place.

Two-dimensional personnel targets are light and easily
transportable by helicopter. This type of ta-get would only

'be feasible for use with 7.62-mm machinegun fire. The only
problem with their replacement is installing and maintaining
a marked circle for acoustically scored targets, or a marked
rectangle for radar scored targets (paragraph C.2). This
marker shows the area in which projectiles will be scored.
One method of making the circular or rectangular marker per-
manent is to excavate the ground along the desired line, put
a layer of sand in the trench, and then, using suitable forms
and reinforcing material, pour concrete into the forms. The

4 /
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top of the finished concrete marker should be painted a
bright color to make it readily identifiable. The marker
may require occasional repainting to keep it plainly visible.
Replacing these targets is not potentially hazardous since
there is no danage of unexploded projectiles with the 7.62-
mm ammunition. The new targets can be flown in by helicopter
and set up within the confines of the marker after the old
targets are romoved.

The lightweight three-dimensional M47 tank targets
are helicopter transportable and can be replaced from the
air; however, there are several problems which complicate
the replacement. If an acoustic sensor is used, it is mounted
on top of the target; this sensor must be lifted clear of the
old frame before the frame can be lifted off the target site.
When this is done, and a new target is lowered into place, the
sensor must be replaced on the target. This is difficult to
accomplish from the air. The RASCORE S has no sensor to re-
move and replace at the target; but there must be a positive
way of orienting the target as it is lowered. Once positioned.
the target must be held securely to prevent it from being
moved b:, wind or explosive concussion. A steel or concrete
framework permanently emplaced at the target site could possibly
be used for this purpose. However, the mounting framework
itself would be subject to periodic maintenance, especially
if live rounds were used. i

C C C C c - r -
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SECTION VI

CONCLUSIONS

A. INTRODUCTION

This section describes the best technical approach for
an AAQRSS as selected by means of the trade-off analysis. An
analysis of the performance and operating characteristics as
well as a cost effectiveness of the selected system are also
provided. Finally,the overall cost and schedule estimates for
an installed system are submitted.

it. BEST TLCilNICAL APPROACH

I. SCORING SYSTEMS

The RASCORE S radar scoring system is selected as
the best approach for an AAQRSS in view of the requirements of
the SDR and the other factors which must be considered. The
existing design can be used with very little modification.
Primary design effort would consist of providing a suitable
radome for antenna protection and a protective bunker for the
receiver/transmitter assembly. A minor modification in out-
put power and a larger antenna would be required to achieve
the required range separation (300 feet as opposed to the
100 feet for which the present RASCORE is designed). The
magnetron currently used is operating at an attenuated power
level so no change in critical components is required. Be-
cause of the requirement for realistic targets, the scoring
window produqed by the radar beam should be changed in shape
from circular to oval to more closely coincide with the shape
of a vehicle- or tank-type target, where applicable. This
will require a change in antenna shape which is not considered
a significant design effort.

'As discussed in the preceding section,- none of the
"s'coring systems considered can supply vector information.
consequently, none can fully supplant the ýinstructor pilot
as a scoring device. The number of hits and/or the number
of rounds falling into soecific miss distance zones is valu-
able in evaluating student performance, but provides insuf-
ficient informAtion for fully initiating corrective gunnery
procedures. For this reason, it is mandatory that (1) the
impact point of all rounds be visible -- necessitating the
use of live ammunition, and (2) the instructor pilot provide
direction of miss information; i.e., right, long, short and
left, etc. Thus, the concept formulation inherently involves
the augmentation of two scoring devices; the RASCORE to pro-
vide actual hit information, and the instructor pilot to
supply direction-of-miss information.
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The acoustic systems described in the preceding sections
were the only possible candidate systems which could be considered
for the AAQRSS. Their merits were considered carefully in se-
lecting the best approach. The overriding factor in selecting
the RASCORL system lies in the fait that all acoustic systems
require target-mounted sensors. While the normal reliability of
these systems is comparable to the RASCORE system, the overall
reliability which must include survival in an environment deluged
by live projectiles prohibits their use for this application. This
decision was not made casually, but is based on two important
considerations: i

* Cost of replacement sensors

Training time lost in range shut-down
while range is being cleansed and sensors
are being replaced

While these factors are, in themselves, not insignifican- for
individual sensor failure, the full implications cannot be under-
stood until the frequency of individual sensor failure is consi-
dered. Based on information supplied by Fort Rucker training
personnel 1 , existing targets suffer six direct hits per day with
2.7S-inch rockets and 12 direct hits per day with 40-mm grenades.
This, of course, does not include shrapnel hits from these muni-
tions when live rounds are used, nor does it include hits from
7.62-mm ball rounds. 2 Considering only that the direct hits cause
sensor destruction, 18 sensors would require replacement each day
if these ranges are fully instrumented with acoustic scoring
systems.

The use of inert ammunition would greatly increase the
survivability of target-mounted acoustic sensors, however the
40-mm grenades and subsonic rockets will not be scored. Because
scoring of these projectiles is a primary requirement of the SDR,
and because they are the most difficult to learn to fire, the 2
use of inert ammunition in conjunction with acoustic scoring
sysiems cannot be considered.

Details given in paragraph D.4 in this section.
2.

At Fort Rucker 740,000 rounds of 7.62-mm ammunition are

fired per month at all targets on all ranges. h
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It is not suggested that the approach selected is abso-
lutely immune to the survival problem and its attendant cost
considerations; however, it is believed that the radar system
when placed at 300 feet from the target and adequately shielded
will provide accurate hit information on a reliable basis. The
use of walk-in maintenance tunnels would further increase the
survivability and maintainability to some extent, but it is be-
lieved that this increase would not be sufficient to justify the
additional costs.

2. TRANSMISSION AND DISPLAY

For transmission of scoring data, buried coaxial cable
is believed to be the best approach. A telemetry transmitter
and antenna would be subject to damage or destruction from pro-
jectiles. Since the existing RASCORE S display unit is designed
specifically to operate in conjunction with the receiver/trans-
mitter unit, and because it represents the most suitable type of
display (electronic counter), selection of a different type dis-
pJay was not considered. The tape printout provided with this
display device will provide a history of hit information obtained
during firing runs. This record will be of significant value
both for evaluation of individual student performance and for
evaluation of the effectiveness of the training program. A voice
channel between display area and gunship will be required to
provide near real time scoring information to the instructor
pilot and student.

In selecting the method of transmission, all a'lternatives
were considered. The use of an r-f link would permit the system
to be portable in nature and make installation reliatively simple.
This method does however, lower system reliability by introducing
additional components into the system. Furthermore, adequate pro-
tection of the telemetry antenna poses an additional reliability,
problem.- The combination -r-f/hardwire link (as used in most Del
Mar systems) retý.ins the disadvantages of the r-f method without
providing system portability. The hardwire mcthod provides the
most reliability, but has the disadvantages of being somewhat
more expensive (initial cost) and of fixing the location of the
system. In making the final selection, reliability was given
precedence over cost and portability considerations; thus the
hardwire method was chosen.

49
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3. TARGETS

After considering the various advantages and disad-
vantages of the several types of targets which could be used
as part of the AAQRSS, the tank or APC hulk targets currently
used at helicopter gunnery ranges are selected as the best
approach. These targets are greatly more durable than cloth
or polyethylene simulated targets and are presumably supplied
to the Army at little or no cost. Their only disadvantage
lies in the difficulty or removing, replacing or redeploying
them because of the necessity of cleansing the range. It is
suggested that the useful life of this target can be extended
by periodic repainting to aid in its visibility from gunships,
and by the use of the lightest type of rocket warhead possible;
i.e., those designed for use primarily against personnel.

Although two and three-dimensional cloth or poly-
ethylene targets can be replaced quickly by air, eliminating
the need for cleansing the range and the resultant rare. ;iut.
down, the estimated frequency of replacement with its atuen-
dant cost makes them unfeasible for this application. The SDR
also specifies the use of targets which realistically repre-
sent personnel and crew-served ground weapons. Such targets
could be simulated using polyethylene; however, the same an-
nual cost and deployment problems associated with the simulated
vehicle targets would exist. This target would be feasible
if only 7.62-mm ball ammunition were used, a condition not
permitted by the SDR. If a special range were provided for
7.62-mm ammunition only, such targets would be feasible and
would undoubtedly provide psychological advantages in train-
ing the students.

4. PROTECTIVE BUNKER AND RADOME

Both a protective bunker and radome will be required
to insure the survival of the scoring system. It is recommend-
ed that this enclosure be constructed from reinforced concrete
w tith 1,/4-inch armor plate on top and rear (facing direction
Sof fire) to assure long-term survival. An access door and

an opening for the radar antenna will be required on the side
facing the target. The use of an Armor-Ply door 3 which is
faced with l-inch steel should provide adequate protection
from shrapnel hits. Protection for the antenna can be had by

3. Product of U. S. Flywuvo Corporation
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the use of low-loss sandwich radome material attached to the
periphery of the antenna. The base of the bunker will be con-
strActed using a 12-inch concrete slab mounted on four 24-inch
-c'oncrete pilings. Three 3/8-24 stud bolts embedded in the con-
crete base in a triangular pattern are required for securing
the antenna. Four 3/8-24 stud bolts should also be embedded in
the base for securing the transmitter/receiver package. Approxi-
mate dimensions of the bunker are shown in Figure 3.

C. ANALYSIS OF SYSTEM PERFORMANCE AND OPERATING
CHARACTERISTICS

1. ANGLE OF ENTRY LIMITATIONS

There are limitations on the angle of entry of pro-
jectiles into the target area by virtue of the safety restric-
tions of the firing ranges. It is expected that this condi-
tion will continue to be the procedure in the future. Even
increasing the range sizes from 400 meters x 2500 meters to
2000 meters x 6000 meters as suggested by the SDR will not in
itself relieve the helicopter gunships of the requirement to
fire in selected directions. This is required because all fire
must land in the range and because safety personnel must be
protected from ricocheting projectiles. If the range area
were increased to a size where the direction of fire could be
unlimited, then the necessary monitoring and safety restraints
could not be effectively and adequately carried out. This

situation would be prohibitive in the more highly populated
areas where the firing ranges are located. In this regard it
is realistic and economical to select a sensing device which
can score a large variety of small projectiles fired from a
limited angle of entry. The angle of entry limitation for the
RASCORE scoring system is 60 degrees; i.e., ± 30 degrees in any
direction trom the axis of the radar beam.

2. RELIABILITY AND MAINTAINABILITY ANALYSIS

a. General

Tne following discussion examines the requirements
of the SUR and the AAQRSS study outline relating to reli-
ability and maintainability and describes a system design
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approach which will fulfill the requirements. In areas where
the SDR is vague or inadequate, better requirements have been
proposed together with the back-up data to justify the ap-
proach. The reliability and maintainability requirements are
summarized below for reference:

(1) MIL-STD-785 Requirements for Reliability
Program

(2) MIL-STD-470 Maintainability Program Re-
quirements

(3) MIL-STD-471 Maintainability Demonstration

(4) AR 705-1S Operation of Material Under Ex-
treme Conditions of Environment

(a) Intermediate Climatic Conditions
(Operating)

"* Thermal: 125 to -40 degrees F

"• Humidity: 5 to 100 percent RH

* Rain: up to 0.45 inches/minute

" Snow: 20 pounds .er square inch

Icing: up to 2 inches :f clear glaze

" Winds: 55 to 85 knot gusts

* Pressure: sea ltvel to 8000 feet

" Snow and Dust Proof

(b) Transportation and Storage,(Nonoperating)

" High Temperature: .155 degrees F
for up to 4 hours/day

• Low Temperature: -65 degrees F
for up to 12 hours/day

* Air Transit: to 40,000 feet

(5) Operational Requirements (from SDR)

(a) Sco'e 6 targets/range (essential)

(b) Scor: 10 targets/range (desired)

(c) Simple installation (essential)

(d) Sirple to repair and capable of in-
dividual compt.nent or module replace-
ment (eisential)
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(e) Require one hour maintenancc per
10 hours operation (essential)

(f) Require one hour maintenance per
20 hours operation (desired)

(g) Require no excessive calibration
prior to operation (essential)

(h) Capable of prolonged periods of
inactivity while exposed to the
local environment climate (not to
exceed 30 days), without requiring
extensive preparation prior to
activation (desired)

(i) Simple to establish, operate, and
require a minimum of organizational
maintenance (essential)

.. ) Have a minimum acceptable mean time
between failure of 20 hours u~i,.i
relatively heavy usage conditions
(essential)

b. Discussion

The specifications MIL-STD-782, 470, and 471, are
generally applied to military procurements. A program plan
in reliability and maintainability should be preparzs_ -1-rcd
to the program requirements. In general, selection of quality
parts and ease of maintenance should be emphasized. A mathe-
matical prediction should be performed, but it should not be
refined extensively. A maintainability demonstration shcuid
be planned and performed. These requirements can be easily
met by any contractor familiar with military procureieents.

The environmental requirements from AR 705-15
(Ch. 1) are reasonable and can easily be met by quality mili-
tary equipment. The equipment specification should call out
specific environmental tests from MIL-STD-810 to cover the
environments listed in A.R 705-1:. Several additional tests
should be specified to cc•ver anticipated environments such as
acoustical noise (operating), transportation, vibration and
shock (nonoperating), and bench handling (nonoperating).

- - The remainder of the requirements shown above are
concerned with the system configuration and maintenance philo-
sophy. The problem siriply stated is to define a system which
can score tip to ten targets with an extremely high probability
that six targ.-tr can t• scrtd !,,uring r 20-hour operating
period (traininp davy

\A
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The equipment defined for this diz=ussion will be
one or more independent parallel systems consisting of a stand-
off radar sensor capable of scoring inert or live ammunition of
various sizes and types and a remote data display.

c. Reliability Analysis

The overall quality which is desired for the target
scoring equipment is high operational availability. It is es-
sential that the equipment require not more than one hour of
maintcnance, including logistic time for every ten hours of
operation. (Availability of 10/10-1 = .95).

It is desired that the maintenance be limited to
one hour every twenty hours of operation. (Availability of
20/20.1 = .9S). This desired requirement should be met since
it is not beyond the capability of the system defined.

The requirement for a 20-hour MTBF for the system

is too lenient. This is shown as follows:

where R -e

R - reliability (probability of-succers)

t x mission time (20 hours)

A - failure rate in failures/hour

The failure ra•e is:

Au --- •i.05 failures/hour
NITBF 20

Therefore:

0S x 20 -1
R e e = .367

or in 100 days of operation, thesystem will fail on 63 days.

Assuming that 5 days failure .s acceptable for 100
days operation.

-At =A20:-•- R = e ff 95 ef

At = .0513

A .0513 = .002565 failures/hour
20

Y 1
.MTBF 025 390 hours• .002565

55
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S....This number, 390 hours, is realistic for a system coutlij g I*'(-f
the mOdifLed RASCORE S sensor, a data Lransmissicn link and addisplay, if the data is tranbmiLted via land line. If an r-f
data link is used with an MTBF of around 500 hours, which is re-alistic for an r-f data transmitter and receiver, it would constrain
the sensor and data display to a combined MTBF of 1770 hours.

.002565 A d 
"system data link (sensor + display)

( + 002565 - .002 = .00565S~(sensor ÷ display)

MTBF * 0 = 1770 hours..... 0 0 0 5 6 5

This would place an unduly harsh requirement on )sensor and data display. The calculated ATBF of the RASCCR7 :,
is 1306 hours.;

Using an installation of up to ten systems, the pro-bability oi varying numbers of systems operating for 20 hours wascalculated and is shown in Table 3. The table was calculatedfrom the binomial distribution for completely independent systems,each of which has an MTBF of 390 hou'z.

d. Maintenance Concept

Since it is desired to use the target scoring systemup to 20 hours per day with 1 hour of repair time, the mean timeto repair should be specified as 1 hour. No contractor will as-sume liability for logistic time, since it is completely out ofhis control and cannot be designed into a product.

MTTR MCT + ?PT * MLT

MTTR mean time to repair

M rC1 =-an coirvctlve maintenance time

M PT =mean preventive maintenance time

MLT mean logistic time

Mean corrective and preventive maintenance time canbe minimized by careful attention to good design practices such as:

56
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* Modular construction

"* Use of quick access captive hardware

* Built in test and self check features

* Long life high grade parts

TAl• 3. PhOBABILITY OF SUCCESS FOR PARALLEL INDEPENDENT SCORING SYSTEMS

Number
of Scoring
Systems
Installed 3 4 5 6 7

S .9989 .9775 .7737

6 .99990 .99776 .96722 ".7359

7 .99999 .99980 .99624 .95561

8 '.99997 .99996 .99961 .99420 .94275 S

9 .99997 .99997 .99994 .99934 .99163

10 .99999 .99999 .99999 .99993 .99896

Note: These ca!culations were made for a system consisting
of a hit sensor and a remote display with a failure rate

A i .002565 failures/hour,

57. ..
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Mean logistic time takes into account such factors as
- the time required to:

* Find the duty mechanic

* Collect tools and test equipment

* Locate the parts in stores

* Clear the range

* Drive to the site

Since a day consists of 24 hours ind it is desired
to use the range for 20 hours, it would be realistic to specify
that the inherent MTTR + MpT) be 1 hour or less. This would

leave 3 hours for logistic time. Every effort must be made to
reduce logistic time. In addition, for further customer_pro-
tection, the maximum inherent maintenance time M M

maxT + I..a X
should be specified as 2 hours. This places the requirement that
90 percent of all maintenance tasks (corrective and preventive'
shall be accomplished in less than 2 hours. This will prevent
a badly skewed distribution of maintenance times. These require-
ments should only apply to on-site maintenance.

The best approach to on-site maintenance is to limit
tasks to check-out, alignment and replacement of major assemblies;
i.e., packaged units. All troubleshooting and component replace-
ment should be acco.li - of,-range maintenance shop where
nonportable test equipment can be used.

The types of equipment which will be required for
direct support maintenance are:

* High speed oscilloscope
c

* Multimeter

* Clip on milliammeter

* R-F power meter
* General purpose oscilloscope

Some component replacements could be carried out on
site, but should not because of the time required.

The longest single element cor-ributing to logistic
maintenance time assuming operable spare black boxes are always
kept on hand is tha time required to cleanse the range. From
a maintenance standpoint it would be advisable to interconnect
th., bunk 2 t,' .e ,,ensors b)y hardt.nrwd Waik in tunnels,
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(1) Interconnecting power and data transmission
wiring would be easily accessible when run
in the tunnels.

(2) Personnel and wiring would be invulnerable
to live ammunition even when the range was
in use.

(3) It would be unnecessary to clear the range
for maintenance personnel to work on equip-
ment.

3. TRANSPORTABILITY

The typical RASCORE S system is shipped in three
wooden crates, one each for the antenna, receiver/transmitter.
and data presentation and recording assembly. The approxi-
mate dimensions of these crates are:

* Antenna -- 36 inches x 36 inches x 23 inches

* Receiver/Transmitter -- 14 inches'x 22 inches
x 22 inches

Data presentation and recording assembly -"

21 inches x 27 inches x 22 inches

The system is easily transported by one Pqn end n,:
handling methods are required.

4. POWER REQUIREMENTS

Power requirements for the system are 11S ±11.5 V,
60 ±3 Hz. The power consumption for the radar subsystem is

"50 W while the data presentation and 'recorting subsystem re-
quires 100 W. Either commercial power or motor-generator
power can be used as a power source.

S. LIMITATIONS ON HIT DETECTION RATE AND ACCURACY

The maximum scoring rate for the RASCJRE system is
15,000 spm. Since the maximum firing rate will be 12,000 spm
(two 7.62-mm machine guns firing simultaneously), all hits
can be scored. If however, two iounds pass through the radar
beam simultaneously, only one will be counted. For single
projectiles of large sizt. (6 inches), receiver saturation may
occur. However, the duration of saturntion would be of the
order of microseconds which is of no consequence for indivi-
dually fired projectiles. TVe accuracy limitation (12 inches)
is independent of rate of :ire and type of projectile.

• 9
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6. PROJECTILE VELOCITY LIMITATIONS

The lower velocity limit for projectiles to be
scored is 400 fps. This limit prevents flying debris, ri-
cochet rounds, and shrapnel from being scored. No upper
velocity limit exists..

7. ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE CHARACTERISTICS

The RASCORE S system has not been tested for electro-
magnetic interference charactcristics in compliance with MIL-
STD-461. However, tests and operation of the system on the
firing range: at Eglin Air Force Base have not indicated that
the equipment is susceptible to, or causes, electromagnetic
interference.

8. EFFECTS OF FLYING DEBRIS

'A thick radome will be provided to protect the ra.'ar
antenna from damage by flying debris, ricochet roune's, and
shrapnel. In addition, a reinforced concrete bunker will be
employed to prevent damage to the receiver/transmitter unit.
The low velocity of debris, ricochet rounds, and shrapnel
prevent them from causing erroneous scores.

9. PROBABILITY OF HIT NOT BEING DETECTED

rh. -... C.RE L systelh w*a ijeid tested at the Sanders
Associates small arms test range in Bedford and at static
and dynamic test ranges at Eglin Air Force Base. In all
tests, results fully support, and sometimes exceed, the
accuracy specification. Where the number of rounds fired
differed from the number of rounds scored, evaluation of the
targets showed that the unscored rounds passea through the
edge of the scoring windce; i.e., the 6-inch zone of uncer-
tainty.

10. COMPLIANCE OF THE SYSTEM WiTH SDR REQUIREMENTS

Table 4 lists the 22 requirements of the SDR and in-
dicates where the best approach scoring system fails to meet
individual requirements. Because some of the SDR requirements
are interrelated, noncompliance must be shown in some cases
more than once, for what is really one cause. Basically, the
system fails to meet three general requirements:

60
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.. No miss-distance information is available
(requirements g and j)

System requires site preparation which pro-
hibits rearrangement (requirements b, d, ml,
and m2)

System must have an expansion capability sc
as to accommodate future developed aerial
weapons and platforms; e.g., Advanced Aerial
Fire Support System (requirement t).

Miss-distance information is not very useful unless
direction-of-miss information is supplied with it to enable
the gunner to get his shots on the target. To eliminate this
deficiency in the selected system without paying high devel-
opment costs for a vector system, the instructor pilot can
call out the direction of miss from visual observation.

Because Bunkers must be built and connecting cables
buried as a part of site preparation, there is little chance
of target rearrangement to simulate tactical situations.
Since immobile hulk targets have been used successfully in
the past without rearrangement, there seems little need to
rearrange them in the future. The problem of the present
range system is inaccurate scoring: the sacrifice of flexible
target arrangements is justified as the price of an accurate
and reliable scoring system.

The radar system lacks the expansion capability im-
plicit in the Advanced Aerial Fire Support System. This re-
quirement implies that the chosen system should be capable of
scoring projectiles fired at the targe-• from the back as well
as the front. Since the radar system is limited to scoring
unidirectional fire within 30 degrees of the boresight axis
of the antenna, it cannot meet the requirement directly.
There are two considerations which nullify this apparent fail-
ing of the radar system:

(1) Range safety makes two-directional fire all
but prohibitive. See paragraph Cl in this
section.

Ai

(2) Gunners can fire at a target as the gunship
moves away from it without violating the uni-
directional firing convention. The gunship
must begin its run on the rear of the target
without firing, after it passes over the tar-
get, firing in a direction opposite the flight
path can commence.
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Since the flight direction of the gunship
is the only thing changed, no special
scorii.g device or changed range layout is
required. To facilitate air traffic flow
"over the range, one target cat be reserved
for fire from ships leaving the range, while
other targets are used for approach firing
in the conventional way.

D. COST EFFECTIVENESS OF PROPOSED SYSTEM

The cost effectiveness of the proposed system is a dif-
ficult quantity to define properly. For this reason it will
be discussed with regard to four general areas. These are:

* Relationship to ultimate purpose of training

Relationship to existing scoring methods

SRelationship to alternate scoring methods

SRelationship to existing and future use

1. RELATIONSHIP TO ULTIMATE PURPOSE OF TRAINING

Any improved training device or procedure that can
lead to an increase in gunship crew proficiency should be
considered on a cost effective basis even if percent of pro-
ficiency increase is small. To understand the validity of

S....... .. this statement, one must consider the mission of the gunship
in combat situations. The gunship, because of its relatively
slow speed and low attack altitude is an extremely vulnerable in
attach situations. Jet fighters, which can be employed in similar
missions, and which have some of the same armament, have a
definite advantage in that their speed permits them to come
closer to a target with a greater margin of safety in teras
of possible return fire from the ground. The third cardinal C -
rule for gunship employment is "Avoid flight in the deadman
zone'"4 The deadman zone comprises those altitudes from 50
to 1000 feet with 50 to 500 feet being most hazardous.

FM 1-40, Attack Helicopter Gunnery, Volume 1 of 2. USAAS,
Fort Rucker, Alabama; page 4-2 (refcrence 21)

6C
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The main defense against such hazardous conditions
i•described under cardinal rule 10. "Engage target at o '•

maximum effective range and disengage target before reaching
enemy's effective antiaircraft range.'"3 In order to comply
with this rule and still accomplish the mission, a high level
of gunship crew proficiency is required. Consequently, the
training program, and accurate scoring to the extent that it
affects the training program, are highly involved in the ef- _j.

fectiveness of combat missions.

With regard to gunnery, costs enter the combat situa-
tion in two ways:

(1) Cost of missions where objectives were not
met due to poor g,•nnery, and

(2) Cost of gunships and lives in terms of out-
right loss or casualties which might not have
occurred if more accurate gunnery were
ployed.

The cost of ineffectual or lost missions is an impossible fac-
tor to estimate. This would involve losses of infantry per-
sonnel due to poor air support, forward area loss of posi-
tions to the enemy, and many other intangibles. Neglecting
gunship crew casualties, one can, however, obtain some feel
for cost effectiveness with regard to gunship losses. For
example, if out-of 100 gunship losses, 5 percent are lost due
to'inability to accomplish the mission at maximum (safe) ranges
or due to inability to neutralize ground fire, a total of 5
gunships would have been lost. Using a nominal cost of $250,00C
per gunship, this would result in a total cost of $1,250,000.
It is not unrealistic to assume that more than 100 gunships
have already been lost in the present conflict, nor is it un-
real to assume that the 5 percent figure could be higher. Thus,
improvement in scoring accuracy at gunship ranges could be
highly cost effective in terms of the purpose of training.

S. FM 1-40, Attack Helicopter Gunnery, Volume I of 2. USAAS,

Fort Rucker, Alabama; page 4-6 freference Z1)
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'2. RELATIONSHIP TO EXISTING SCORING METHOD

Because the present scoring method utilizes thc in-
structor pilot as a scoring device, a cost-free method, no
automatic scoring system can compete on a cost basis alone.
However, in terms of effectiveness, both reliability and
accuracy must be considered. It is believed that the instruc-
tor pilot is 100-percent reliable; however, it is conceivable
that due to distractions that could occur during the firing
run or even to occasional inattentiveness, this reliability
is not always achieved. A reliability of 95 percent would be
more credible, and this is comparable with that obtained by
automatic scoring devices.

The accuracy of the instructor pilot is not known.
Those in the best position to judge, the Army personnel in
charge of training, estimate that this accuracy ranges from
fair to poor depending upon the individual pilot and to some
extent upon the environmental conditions present during the

J firing runs. From tests made by BRL 6 it is known that range
estimation by pilots having in the order of 2,000 hours of
helicopter experience is in error exceeding 25 percent over
70 percent of the tests made. In these tests, range errors
of 50 percent were common and errors of 100 percent and above
occurred occasionally. Thus, it can be concluded that human
estimation of distance is, to say the least, imprecise. One
would expect however, that pilot judgement of miss-distance
would be better as the maximum distance involved is less and
realistic targets would provide an improvement in visual ref- 7t
erence. However, it is noteworthy that in the BRL tests con-
ducted at slant ranges of 500 meters or less, errors of up
to 100 percent were measured. While no absolute comparison
can be made between instructor pilot accuracy and machine
scoring, the BRL tests plus the opinion of training personnel
would support a possible error of 25 percent in instructor
scoring. As machine scoring in general, approaches accuracies'

-- of 95 percent, it would appear that it has a definite lead in
effectiveness over instructor scoring.

/

6. Ballistic Research Laboratories, Technical Note No. 1683

A Study of the Air to Ground Range Estimation, Jan. 1968,
page 3 (referenc 22)2-
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3. RELATIONSHIP TO ALTERNATE SCORING SYSTEMS

As has been previously discussed in this section,
the major disadvantages of the acoustic scoring method is
its vulnerability to destruction from projectiles. From
a cost-effective standpoint, replacement cost of the sensor
and connecting cable must be considered. However, the major
disadvantage is in range down-time which must occur each
time the system is disabled. During these periods, which
will involve not only system maintenance but range cleansing
as well, training must cease at the range involved. A sys-
tem of this type is now installed at several ol the trai..ning
ranges and is not being used. The cost effectiveness of a
no,•', k;.,nnng :zril sy-te= is not a subject requiring de-
tailed analysis.

4. RELATIONSHIP TO PRESENT AND FUTURE USAGE 7

a. Quantity of Students

At the present time 4,800 students per year are
trained at Fort Rucker. Of these, 25 percent er 1,200 are
given qualification training while 3,600 are g~ven familiari-
zation training only. It is expected that for fiscal year

-- 1971, the total number of students will decres.ie to 4,400
with the same ratio of qualification to familiarization, how-
ever, there is a possibility that familiarization will be
discontinued. Presently familiarization training includes
only one hour in the range firing 3,000 rounds of 7.62 ammuni-
tion. Each student receiving qualification training spends .
14 hours in the air over a two-week period.

b. Costs of Training

The amounts and estimated costs of ammunition
expended per qualifying student at Fort Rucker are as follows:

"Amount Cost/Round Total Cost

7,400 7.62-mm $00.105 $ 78
225 40-mm $10.00 $2,250

31 2.7S-inch $55.00 $1,705
38 50-cal $00.150 $ 6

Total cost per student is approximately $4,000. Annual cost
of ammunition expended would be approximately $4,800,000.

7. Basic figures upon which this discussion is based were
obtained from telephone conversation between D. Harriman
(Sanders Associates, Inc.) and Department of Instruction
personnel, Fort Rucker, Alabama.
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Each qualification student spends 14 hours in the air.
Hourly costs of helicopter are approximately $100. Thus annual
helicopter costs are $1,680,000.

c. Estimated Hits on Targets -. .

For rockets, 1 out of 20 score direct hits on targets
and I out of 10 hit the target with shaprnel. For 40-mm grenades,
1 out of 8 score direct hits on the target and 1 out of 4 hit the
target with shrapnel. For 100 students per month each firing
31 rockets. tarptq !!'! n 155 direct hits per mzont:, C er :day)
and 310 shrapnel hits per month (12 per day). In addition, tar-
gets sustain 320 direct hits from 40-mm grenades per month (12
per day) and 640 shrapnel hits (24 per day). Thus each day
targets receive 18 direct hits from rockets or grenades and 36
shrapnel hits. If the three-dimensional tank targets are com-
pletely destroyed by a direct hit from one rocket or two grenades,
annual replacement cost for targets is:

(155 * 160) x 12 x $500 - $1,890,000

This annual cost plus the cost of dep.loying these targets pro-
hibits their use.

E. COST AND SCHEDULE ESTIMATE

1. RADAR SYSTEM

A budgetary cost was estimated for implementing the
RASCORE S system into the AAQRSS. The estimate is based on
costing data from a previous development contract plus the neces-
sary cost for extending the range of the radar from 100 to
300 feet and subsequent testing of the system.

"A breakdown of-costs for one system is as follows.

a. Antenna assembly and Radome $12,000

b. Receiver/Transmitter assembly 30.000

c. Display system assembly 7,000

Total system cost $49,000

In production quantities the cost would be significantly --

lower. A rough budgetary estimate indicates that in quantities
of S0 the antenna/radome assembly wculd cost $1,500 and the
display system $5,000. The receiver/transmitter assembly price
would accordingly drop to approximately $20,000 in quantities of
50.
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The total system price would now be approximately $26,500.

A milestone chart for a single system and associated
documentation is given in Table 5.

TABLE 5. MILESTONE CHART FOR ONE SYSTEM

Months
Task 1 2 3 4 S 6 7

System Delivery -

Acceptance Demonstration V

Tobt Documentation .

Monthly Reports

Final Report
04M Manual (Draft) :••

O&M Manual (Final) - -....

2. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

As discussed in Section V, the cost of a hardwired
transmission link from a target area located in the center
of the range to the central display point is estimated to
be approximately $10,500. If mire than one system were em-
ployed, the cost per system would decrease significantly as
the main trench would be common to all systems. Because of
the necessity for cleansing the zange before implementing the
transmission system, it is expected that the Army might pro-
vide the required trench. Since the cost of the trench re-
presents approximately two-thirds of the transmission link,
the cost of the transmission link per system would be reduced
to approximately $3,500...

The cost of the protective bunker (Figure 3) required
for each radar system is estimated to range between $1,000 and
$3,000 depending on locality and whether union or non-union
labor is used.

3. OPERATING COST ESTIIATES

Based on a daily operation of 20 hours and a 6-day
week, a system will be operating 6240 hours per year. With
a 320 hour NTBF, approximately 20 maintenance actions will
be required per year. This will include failure such as
printed circuit boards and miscellaneous items. Magnetron
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life is estimated as a nominal 1000 hours, so scheduled mag-

netron replacement will be required approximately every 60 days.
Because of the possibility of damage froiin shrapnel, it is esti-
mated that the radome and antenna will require replacement oc-
casionally. Estimate~d costs for component replacement are as

Component Cost Frequency Total Cost

Printed Circuit $150 20 $3,000
Boards

M~agnetrons 900 6 S.400

Antenna/tRcaooe JS00 -1. 2.,250
Assembly

Total annual component replacemea&L cost: $10,650

It is xiot expected that entire assembly 'dill net require re-
placement more than once per year.
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SECTION VII

RECOMMENDATIONS

This study has been directed at increasing the training
officiency of helicopter gunship crews through inprovement of
air-to-ground scoring techniques. The study was initiated with
a suzvey and analysis of the present gunship scoring methods.
Three general observations were made early in the study:

I. Instructor pilots are 100 percent reliable in
providing a score but are generally inaccurate.

2. Tne firing ranges are available 100 percent of
the time except for occasional range fires and,
target replacement.

3. Student motivation is markedly decreased when
inert ammunition is used.

Data describing various types of existing and proposed
scoring systems were evaluated. The results were compared with
the requirements of the SDR. It was concluded that improved
scoring methods can be implemented with the use of live ammuni-
tion. A minor increase in range maintenance requirements can
be expected.

It is recommended that the Government procure an advanced
development model of the electromagnetic system formulated as
a result of this study. Test and evaluation of the model will
confirm the results of the analysis and will establish the tech-
nical and economic basis for procurement of production systems.
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QUESTIONNAI RE

ARMED AIRCRAFT QUALIFICATION RANGE SCORING .SYSTEM STUDY

FOR

NAVAL TRAINING DEVICES CENTER

A. SYSTEM CRITERION - Characterize your system using the
following outline

1. TYPE

a. Acoustic (nonstatic, histatic, time or airivo etc.)
b. Electromagnetic (CW, FM, AM, pulsed, do,'pV.,

wavelength)

c. Hit Indicator (type of panel or sensor)

d. Other (describe)

2. REQUIREMENTS FOR SCORING

a. Amplitude rise time

b. Amplitude intensity

c. Doppler curve match

d. Physical contact

e. Other (describe)

3. SCORING PRESENTATION TYPE,

a-Single zone'
b. Multiple Zone

c. Continuous miss distance scalar
d. Vectorial information

e. Other

4. SCORING RANGE FEET TO FEET

a. Fixed

b. Adjustable (explain)

38I
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S. VECTORIAL COVERAGE IN ALL THREE PLANES

a. Fixed

b. Adjustable (explain)

6. METHOD OF CALIBRATING THE INDICATED VOLUME OF DETECTION

a. Through actual use

b. Special test equipment

c. Other (explain)

7. CAPABLE OF SCORING PROJECTILE SIZES MM TO MM

a. Without system adjustmen.

b. With system x.djustment to compensate for
various projectile sizes

8. MAXIMUM SCORING RATE ROUNDS PER MINUTE

9. SCORING ACCURACY FOR ALL DETECTABLE PROJECTILE SIZES

10. MENTION THE MIL-SPECIFICATIONF THAT ARE APPLICABLE TO
YOUR SYSTEM.

11. APPROXIMATE SYSTEM PRICE

12. RELIABILITY IN TERMS OF MEAN-TIME-BETWEEN-FAILURES (YBTF)
AND FREQUENCY OF CALIBRATION

13. ARE YOUR SYSTEMS CAPABLE OF MULTIPLE USAGE WHEN j
POSITIONED CLOSE, TO ONE ANOTHER ?

14. TARGET HANDLING ABILITY

a. Single

b. Multiple targets of the same size

c. Mixed targets

15. REJECTION TO FALSE TARGETS AND METHOD OF DISCRIMINATION
FOR FLYING DEBRIS, MUZZLF BLAST, SIMULTANECUS IMPACT,
MOVING FOLIAGE, WIND NOISE LIMITATION, ETC.
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16. VELOCITY LIMITATIONS FOR VARIOUS PROJECTILES

a. Subsonic

b. Supersonic

c. Tumbling rounds

\ 17. TOTAL SYSTEM WEIGHT ANn DIMENSIONS

18. DELIVERY OF SYSTEMS IN QUANTITIES 10; 100; 1,000.

B. TARGET RANGE REQUIREMENTS

1. ELECTRICAL POWER NEEDED

a. Voltage

b. Frequency

c. Continuous watts

d. Momentary watts

"e. Duty cycle

2. PREPARATION OF THE RANGE FOR SYSTEM INSTALLATION

a. Damage protection

b. Geometry with respect to target

c. Calibration technique

d. Foliage clearance

e. Mounting procedure o

3. DESCRIBE ATTACK PARAMETER LIMITATIONS

a. Azimuth

b. Elevation

c. Veloc'ity of firing platform

d. Range of firing platform

4. SPECIAL_.EQUIPMENT NEEDED FOR ON-SITE CALIBRATION OR
RECORDING OF RAW DATA
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C. TRANSMISSION OF RAW DATA

1. TELEMETRY

a. AM, FM deviation

b. Digital or analog

c. Carrier power

d. Frequency

e. Maximum range

f. Antenna configuration

g. Installation procedure

2. HARD WIRE

a. Coaxial

h. Twisted pairs

C. Maximum wire length

d. Impedance

e. Signal level

f. Installation procedure
4

D. SCORING READOUT

1. DISPLAY

a. Single or'multiple councers

b. Recorders

c. Intercept history or miss distance and vector

d. CRT console

e. Numerical (feet, meters, degrees, etc.)

2. ELECTRICAL POWER REQUIREMENTS

a. Voltage

b. Freifiency
4 c. Continuous watts

d. Momentary surge
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3. INSTALLATION NEEDED FOR DISPLA, EQUIPMENT

4. SUITABILITY FOR USE IN VARIOUS ENVIRONMENTAL

CONDITIONS

a. Bright sunlight

b. Night

e. Moisture

d. Sand and salt spray

a. Other (describe)

E. CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES

"1. MODULAR

2. THIN FILM

3. INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

4. OTHER

92C
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SURVEY

ARMED AIRCRAFT QUALIFICATION RANGE SCORING SYSTEM STUDY

FOR

NAVAL TRAINING DEVICES CENTER

A. Please provide list of applicable components manufactured
by your firm:

1. Complete data link systems including transmitter,
transmission medium (hardware or telemetry,
receiver, video processor (if any), display unit.

2. Individual components including partial systems.

B. For either individual components or systems, list all
parameters including frequencies, power levels, prime
power required, size, weight, maximum expansion capability
(to larger systems via modulator additions), data rate.

C. For individua.I components list interfacing information,
i.e., VSWR's, maximum permissible loading, connector types,
etc.

D. Please provide the cost per unit or per system for
quantities of 1, 10, 100 and 1000, and the delivery
times available. The cost and delivery must include the
effects of compliance with MIL-STD-461, "Electromagnetic
Interference Characteristic Requirements for Equipment";
and" MIL-STD-470, "Maintainability Program' Requirements.
(For Systems and Equipment)"'.

E. Information which you might possess relating to shock
and vibration limits of your equipment would be helpful
in evaluating the total environment.

F. Your data should include construction methods which you use;
such as moduiar, thin film, integrated circuits.

•9I
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APPENDIX C

WATER RANGE CONCEPT

A. DESCRIPTION

During the pcriod between the first and second confer-
ences, the feasibility of a constructed water range in lieu
of existing land ranges was considered as part of the study.
A water range would have many advantages over land ranges
and would alleviate many of the problems inherent to land
ranges. The primary advantage of the water range is that
the spectacular splash effects, even from inert projectiles

_.....a.ui._R d.provide t-he.-insiructor pilot .witJ. a greatly improved
reference for observing the footprint of multiple-round
bursts or the entry point of individual rounds, thus aiding
in his evaluation of student firing accuracy. Other advan-
tages of a water range in comparison with land range. are:

.-.- I - No flying debris (increased safety for 1.:
- flying gunships),

* Range boundaries permanently marked by shorelii.e,
* Elimination of fire hazards,

Danger from unexploded charges or unburned rockc

engines eliminated, or reduced,

* Flechette impacts marked,

* Tributaries provide possible secondary ranges, and

* Possibility of future use as wildlife refuge.

The water range concept includes the use of TV camera
systems installed in the gunships to supplement instructor
scoring of 2.75-inch rockets. The TV system would record
both helicopter attitudp data and projectile impact point
for post-gunnery evaluation. This additional scoring device
was considered valuable because the rocket is the most dif -
"ficult 'projectile to learn to fire and because of its rela-
tively high cost compared to other projectiles.

A map of a proposed water range at Fort Rucker was pro-
vided by the Department of Agriculture. By constructing a
dam across existing natural waterways a primary water range
800 by 6,000 meters in size would result. Several tributaries
rIkilometer in length would also exist which might be used as
secondary ranges. While no preliminary plan for a water range
at Fort Stewert was made, the area is swampy with a high water
table so that no difficulty is foreseen.
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B. CUSTOMER COMMENTS AND EVALUATION

The water range concept was discussed with Army person-
nel at both Fort Rticker and Fort Stewart and later with NTDC
representatives. Two possible disadvantages were expressed
by Army personnel; it was believed that (1) there might be
a problem in pilot depth-perception over water ranges, and
(2) that ricochet effects might be worse than those incur-
ring to a land. After some consideration, it was concluded
that the depth perception problem would not be serious as
the water plane could be broken up with realistic-sized tar-
gets and other visual reference devices which would provide
the necessary depth perception. Because the range proposed
would be less than 1000 meters in width, the proximity of
the shore itself would also provide visual reference.

The ricochet effect was subsequently discussed with
M. Reche of BRL who is presently conducting an analytic
study on this subject. His findings, as applied to the water
range are as follows:

* In general, ricochet effects would be the same
on water as on land.-

" Ricochet would be the same for all munitions.

* At entry angles greater than 12 degrees, there
is very little ricochet.

* At entry angles less than 12 degrees, the maxi-
mum exit angle is approximately 15 degrees.

From this information it was concluded that under the worst
conditions, the ricochet effect would be no more serious
than on land, and since the water range would be naturally at
some lower level than the surrounding land, some ricochets
would be stopped by the higher surroundings, thus affording
some improvement over land ricochet effects.

The advantages and disadvantages of the water range con-
cept were discussed in detail with NTDC representatives at
the second technical conference. The chief disadvantage of
the concept appears to be the continued use of the instruc-
tor pilot as a scoring device. It is recognized that, as
with the existing scoring method, 100 percent scoring re-
liability is achieved, but scoring accuracy is still in
question. Sanders believes that the improved visual dis-
play obtaincd from the water range should increase instruc-
tor scoring accuracy, but no numerical value for this quantity
is present:- available.
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A second possible disadvantage of the concept pertains
to the splash effect itself. The amount of splash produced
by a ricocheting projectile is unknown. Tests would have
to be conducted to determine the visibility of impact for
a ricocheting projectile. In addition, the effect of wind
and resulting waves might lower the visibility of projectile
impact. This also would necessitate testing.

During the conference various questions were raised by
NTDC representatives regarding the water range concept.
These questions and the answers given by Sanders Associates
personnel are as follows:

Q. Would a water range increase the hazard to pilots
if a forced landing were required?

S-/

A. Force landings are always hazardous at low altitudes
whether over land or water. Since the width of the
range would be relatively narrow (2,000
possibility exists that the gunship coulc n. ,.
the shore or at least ti shallow water. If a v.r•"
ditch were necessary, the water should provide a
softer "cushion", but the standard procedure (90-
degree roll) would probably be required.

Q. What type of targets would be employed, would target
disintegration contaminate the water, and how would
targets be anchored?

A. Targets would be made of lightweight plastic, pos-
sibly water soluble, and would simulate real targets
in shape and in size (the latter to aid in depth per-
ception). Flotation would be accomplished by light-
weight material, possibly balsa wood which would be
anchored below the surface. The targets would have
to be anchored at two points to keep them in a plane
perpendicular to the attack corridor. .

Q. Would movement of targets under windy conditions
prove to be a problem?

A. It is believed that small movements permitted by
slack in the anchorage would be almost unpredictable
at the firing ranges specified.

/

/
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Q. Would instructor scoring accuracy decrease at low
attack angles due to optical illusion; i.e., round
passing through the target -- a hit -- would pro-
duce a splash beyond the target indicating a near
miss?

A. The instructor might have somewhat more difficulty
in scoring longitudinally displayed rounds, at low
attack angles. He would have to count all splashes
within a certain distance behind the target as hits.

Q. How would the range safety area around the water
range be selected?

A. Current procedures for establishing range fans
would be followed to conform to the outlines of the
water range. All non-standard range boundaries must
be approved by USAMC.

Q. "Would realism be reduced with the use of a water
range?

A. Sanders maintains that true combat realism can only -
be achieved in actual combat areas. There is target
realism and target environmental realism. While
target realism is not difficult to simulate, no
gunnery range which is used extensively will exhibit
target environmental realism for very long.

C. COST ESTIMATE

Two cost estimates were obtained for a water range. The
Alabama Department of Agriculture estimated the $1S0 to 2SOK
would be required for construction of dam and lake at Fort

;Rucker. This would provide a 6 kilometer range covering about'
900 acres with tributary ranges. A second'estimate from the
Corps of Engineers provided an estimate of $10OK for a 3 kilo-
meter range.

Additional costs would be incurred if television monitor-
ing systems were used on rocket launching gunships as a sup-
plement to instiuctor scoring for 2.7S-inch rockets. It is
estimated that approximately $100K would be required per system;
this would include cost of camera, transmitter, receiver and
monitor.
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D. SUMMARY

It is suggested that for qualification purposes, the
water range might offer an alternate approach for the AAQRSS
in terms of economy and overall training efficiency. The
concept would employ the instructor pilot for most scoring
requirements and the possible use of TV cameras installed
in some gunships for recording the helicopter attitude at
the time of rocket fire and the resulting rocket impact
point. The ease of visual strike analysis on the water
would reduce the need for sophisticated electronic scoring
system which would inevitably require maintenance and repair.
Table 6 provides a comparison of water and ground ranges in
terms of the type of projectile used. It can be seen that
when using either type of projectile the water range has
definite advantages.

1''
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